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Black Forum strikes for demands
BY TONY NUZZO
Carl Lewis, president of the
Black Student Forum, said at the
noon rally in front of Lyons Hall
Thursday, "We are tired of the
lies, we are tired of the insults and
we are not going to take it
anymore! We need your support.
We are calling for a student strike
to bring about immediate action!"
Before about 500 people Lewis
said that the strike, the rally, and
all following events were
necessary "to publicly present our
deplorable plight." He asked for
everyone's support in resolving a
"very critical situation."
The rally then turned into a
march through McElroy to

McGuinn Auditorium with blacks
and white supporters
following. Both the whites and
the blacks were chanting such
slogans as "Get off your ass, get
out of class, support the black
demands!" during the march to
call attention to the black
situation and the meeting about
to take place at McGuinn. At
McGuinn, they heard a history of
the Black Talent Program and an
outline of black demands which
were also heard at the rally. A
tape of a discussion between F.X.
leading

S.J., Executive
Vice-President and the blacks

Shea,

which took place at Botolph
House the day before was.played.

A question and answer period

followed.

The Blacks felt that a basic
understanding of the history of
the Black Talent Program (BTP)
was essential to an understanding
of the present situation.
The BTP which began in the
spring of 1968, shortly after the
death of Martin Luther King, was
called the first example of
"tokenism" on the BC campus by
the Forum. The blacks felt a
remedial program in the summer
of 1968, as termed by Marilyn
Smith, a black student speaker at
the rally, a "disaster .Thirty
blacks were forced to leave their
jobs to sit from nine to twelve on

.

the third floor of Gasson to be
tutored in reading and math."
According to the Forum, there
was one director, one white
woman English teacher and some
white students tutoring math. It
lasted six weeks and "nothing was
accomplished." according to
Smith.
In September, 1968 the Forum
said the fifty Black Students at
BC discovered they had a new
director. They were not told of
this directorial change by the
administration and were unable to
locate their director immediately.
The forum said they were without
academic or social facilities and
did not receive a secretary until

the Spring of 1969. Marilyn Smith

said, "They brought us and didn't
do a thing about us after we got

here."
The university then formed a
University Committee on Black
Students and Studies. It was
composed of five faculty members
and five Black Students and
chaired by a black faculty
member.
The blacks oppose this
committee because to them it
avoids direct.contact between the
blacks and the administration. In
a February 12, 1970 letter from
F.X. Shea, S.J., to Carl Lewis,
Shea attempts to define the Black
(continued on page 3)

Hackett new chief
of undergrads

photo by Tom Nelligan

UAS listens to blacks,
establishes environment center
BY MICHAEL BERKEY

Academic
Senate, at its monthly meeting
last Wednesday, listened to
statements on black demands and
the housing crisis, but only voted
on a demonstration policy, a
faculty welfare report, and the
establishment of an environmental
center.
Fr. Seavey Joyce, S.J.,
Chairman of the UAS and
President of Boston College,
yielded the floor to three black
students instead of giving the
chair's report as the first order of
business.
David Sylvia began by noting
that the UAS, since it has no
black members, "is not really
viable in regard to black students
at BC." He and two other
speakers informed the Senate of
the black situation (reported in
articles on pgs. 1, 3, 11) and said
that "if our pleas are not heard,
we will discourage publicly any
blacks from coming to BC."
Fr. Shea responded to the
black demands as he did the
following day with a letter of Carl
Lewis, president of the Black
Forum (see article pg 3).
Later the Student Affairs
Committee gave a lengthy report
which included a proposal to
The

University

confirm the resolution passed by
the University Housing Board to
limit the number of acceptances
for residents to 550, to
correspond with available bed
space. The Senate then heard
from Larry Sherman, President of
the Boston Area Congress of
Tenants Rights, who spoke on the
BC housing situation.
Sherman, a BU graduate,
charged that the university "is
placing students as pawns in the
hands of landlords." They know,
he reasoned, that the university is
overenrolling and realize that "it's
time to kick out the elderly and
raise rents," since students will be
needing the space and can
collectively afford the rent-hike.
He termed it "incredible that the
university is increasing
enrollments without allowing for
adequate housing
.that the
university is unaware of the
problems in the community in
which it resides." He said that
"this is the biggest cop-out I've
ever heard." His remarks were
greeted with applause by most of
the student dominated audience.
Shea again rose and stated
behemently that BC "is
maintaining a sensitivity to
Allston-Brighton, but that we are
not in fact in charge of housing in

.

.

the entire city .we are trying to
solve our problems without
adding to the housing problems in
the community, and I am sick and
tired of being read lectures by
those who have no part in
decisions!" He told the Senate
that "no university is more
sensitive to the problems of
housing in the city than this
university."
BC, he noted, operates under
severe financial restrictions in
housing its students. Bank loans
must be contracted at 9 1/2%
interest over a 20 year payback
period, while public colleges can
receive government loans at 3%
over 40 years.
Although he is "committed to
securing 500 new living spaces by
Sept. "we" will not contribute to
the problems of Allston-Brighton.
The motion on the floor never
reached a vote.
The Student Affairs
Committee presented a proposal
to accept the demonstration
policy largely as stated in the
student handbook, leaving all
punitive powers in the hands of
the University Conduct Board. It
was passed after some senators'
questions about the UCB were
quelled when Committee
(continued on page 13)

BY TOM KELLY
Voting last Thursday and
Friday, thirty-nine percent of the
student body spread evenly
among the four schools, cast
ballots to elect Kevin Hackett and
Bill Moriarity as the new President
and Vice President of the
Undergraduate Government.
The election, in which 2,326
students participated resulted in
only a 124 vote margin between
Hackett and Kieffer: 1204 to
1080; and a 101 vote margin
between Moriarity and Pellow:
1163 to 1062.
Tom Kieffer thought his loss
was connected with his
demonstrations in support of the
Black Forum. "For this reason, it
is dissapointing the students have
made the choice they did," he

remarked.

Kieffer pointed out that he had
supported the Blacks from the
beginning, whereas Hackett was
vague in this area. Hackett stated
when the strike was called, he
read the demands and decided to
support it wholeheartedly. The
reason he gave for not bringing
the issue up in his campaign was
at the time there were other areas
he was interested in.
Bill Moriarity said he was very
much impressed with the general
overall attitude of the students
concerning the Black Forum.
"The people are no longer
concerned with things handed
down to them as they are," he
commented.
Hackett said he was very
pleased with the support he
received from the students, "I will
do everything possible to bring
the students together," and keep
them better informed, he said.
Since Hackett and Moriarity
are from two divergent political
camps, Hackett feels Moriarity
will guarantee a diversification of
opinions which will benefit the
government.

letting the students know what is

actually happening.
Kieffer concluded by saying his
basic reason for running was not
to win, but to start a "large
movement" already here. He said
his plans for the future are not
essentially up to him, but up to
the group to which he belongs,
the Left Collective.
At the present, "We are in the
stages of establishing a provisional
revolutionary government," he
added.
Hackett based his campaign on
issues involving housing, tuition,
Pulse, UGBC fund allocations, and
better communications between
the students and government.
On December 12, the
University Housing Board
approved unanimously a proposal
calling for a quota of no greater
than 550 admittances in 1970 for
resident students. Hackett
emphasises,"If this proposal is not
honored, all possible action
should be taken by the UGBC."
He elaborated by saying if BC
cannot offer the beds, then
additional students should
not be admitted.
Hackett also believes a board
should be formed to review all
future acquisitions of BC, with
to
respect
their social
ramifications. A veto by this
board on any purchase would end
negotiations for that purchase.
Concerning tuition, he said the
University must recognize the
principle of a tuition contract
which guarantees that the amount
of tuition paid by a student upon
entry to BC, will be the amount
he pays for all four years. The
burden of a tuition raise should
affect only the incoming

freshmen.

Hackett emphasized that he is
in favor of the continuance and
expansion of the Pulse
organization of the Undergraduate
Government, which involves
students and UGBC funds in the
inner city.
The Hackett platform

As the head of Congress,
Moriarity thinks it can be
developed into a "good organizing
body." It will become a means of (continued on page 13)
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News Briefs
for applications to their
Professional Trainee program to
Feb. 20. The written test is still

exhibitionists
"American Artists of the
19605," an exhibition illustrating

what emerged in painting and
sculpture during the past decade,
continues at the Boston
University School of Fine and
Applied Arts Gallery, 855

Commonwealth Aye. The
exhibition will continue through
March 14. Gallery hours are from

10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
through Saturday and from 2-5
p.m. on Sundays.

summerstuff

scheduled to be held only in New
York City on March 14.
Applications can be obtained
in the placement office in Alumni
Hall.

dirty stuff

sty lust
The Stylus, the university
literary magazine is accepting
manuscripts for publication in
McElroy

116. All

forms

of

literary and visual art will be
considered. The deadline for
the coming issue is February

18, 1970.

At Middle Earth this week:
Wednesday, Feb. 18,
A&S Gripe Session, 8 p.m.,

FREE.

Friday, Feb. 20,
Mark Herlihy & Friends, first
set at 8 p.m., $.75 -single; $ .25 couple.
Saturday, Feb. 21,
George Murphy, first set at 8
p.m., $.75 - single; $1.25 couple.

boobies

wobblies!
The International Workers of

the World (IWW or Wobblies) are
organizing a chapter at Boston
College and will conduct a series
of teach-ins. The title of the first
program is "Smash potatos: a
history of class oppression in
Ireland." The program will be
held on Thursday Feb. 19 at 8
p.m. in McGuinn Auditorium.

child abusers

peace Knowles

commies!!

loose change

The student representatives of
the A&S Educational Policy
Committee will be in Middle
Earth Wednesday night to listen to
student suggestions for change in
A&S and to discuss whether
pass-fail should be extended.Feb.

Progress," "Approaches to Ending
Poverty," "Democracy and
Revolution in Underdeveloped

Countries," and"The Politics of
Ecology." Admission is free.

the Newtonville, Massachusetts

see 42nd st.

Post Office.

No More
"Leftover Spoilage"!

CONNECTICUT

CARRERSIN
GOVERNMENT

Times

have

changed.

You

have

changed.And we know it!
The graduating college senior looks
for a career that will utilize his abilities and his ideas and will be of service
to others.

Whether an accountant, business major, engineer, liberal arts major or just
about anything else you can think of,
the State of Connecticut has proven it
has the satisfactions college people
want.

Let us prove it to you.
We will be on campus February 18,
1970 to talk to interested students
and also to administer our Career

Entry Examination.

REMEMBER
DATE: February 18, 1970

ROSE^
* /^m
m

forjwo

Wine In Cans
Is Here!

meetings.

If you aren't sure Connecticut has
what you want, stop by and find out.
It can't hurt and it might prove to be
what you're looking for.

holds the finest from California's vineyards. Choose
Rose, Burgundy or Chablis.

The State of Connecticut is An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

NOW AT YOUR LOCAL SUPERMARKET,
PACKAGE OR WINE STORE.

QUALIFYING

EXAMINATION:

3:30 P.M.
See your Placement Office for informational material and location of

breeding

Lucas

and

Capt.

McLellan of the Marine Officer
Selection Office for the New

England area will visit Boston

craggy bunion
The Candlemas Lecture for
1970 will be delivered by Dr.
Gerald R. Cragg of the Andover
Newton Theological School on
Tuesday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m. in
McGuinn Auditorium. The
lecture, entitled, "Bunyan, the
Immortal Dreamer," is sponsored
by the Theology dept. and is free
and open to the public.

o dem rushers!
The Lowell State College
Student Government will be
presenting Music Fest Feb. 20, 21,
and 22. Featured at the Fest will
be Tom Rush, the Lighthouse, the
Flock, and the Paul Butterfield
Blues Band. For further
information and tickets call Tom
Maloneat 452-3555.

Ma Flynn's Boys
The School of Management's
Honors Program will hold a
reception Thursday Feb. 19 for all

sophomores in the SOM interested
in becoming part of the program.
The reception will be held in the

atmosphere.

buck you!
Applications for financial aid
for 1970-71 are available at the
Financial Aid Office.
Applications must be filed by
March 1, 1970 in order to be
considered for aid. Parents'
Confidential Statements should
be filed in advance of this
date. Mass. State Scholarship

applications are also available.
All Massachusetts residents
applying to BC for aid should
also file
with the
Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. The same
financial statement used at BC
must also be used with the
state application.

yellow fellow
Wen-Ying Tsai, artist-engineer
and Fellow of the Center for
Advanced Visual Studies at MIT,
is presenting a one-man show,
"Cybernetic Sculpture," at the
Alpha Gallery in Boston, now
through Feb. 28. Tsai sees his
present work in polished metal
sculptures which are in constant
harmonic motion and are
illuminated by high-frequency
stoboscopic light as essentially
"an evocation of life."
For further information
contact MIT Office of Public
Relations 864-6900 Ext. 2701.

quickly, open easily, and

pariyiyme products, Kr.,Nr.Aic.

II fi CMIRGENCV/11

/

That's right. Now you can
enjoy your favorite wine at
every meal and not worry
about "leftover spoilage."
Party Tyme's unique flavorgard* aluminum can holds
8 oz.?just right for two
glasses. Our little cans chill

GROUP DISCUSSIONS: 1:00 & 2:00
P.M. also in Commons in morning

Capt.

Lieutenant Patricia R.

Honors Lounge, Fulton 210, from
2-4 p.m.
The program offers the student
the opportunity for smaller
classes, special participation
seminars, 6th courses, a pass-fail
course, and an organization for
improving the academic

Entered as second class material at

18,8 p.m., FREE.

The City of New York
Department of Personnel has
extended the date for the deadline

pat

First

Breeding, Woman Marine selection
officer for the New England area
is also scheduled to visit here
today.
Those interested ?who cannot
meet them may write for
information to Officer Selection

Office, 200 Summer St., Boston,
Mass., 02210.

Summer research and field
work positions in a Social
Welfare Research Institute will
be available to Boston College
students. Salaries will range
from $100 to $160 per week. snow
Applications and resumes
The 'Outing, Ski, and Alpine
should be sent to the Institute Clubs will co-sponsor a
of Human Sciences, McGuinn snow-sculpturing event to be held
Hall. Law School students on Friday, Feb. 20th, from 10
to
should see either Dean Drinan 3 on the Campus Green. Boobie
The Freshman Assistance
or Professor Katz before prizes will
be awarded. Program (FAP) is now accepting
applying.
Meanwhile, pray for snow and applications from freshmen,
sophomores, and juniors in the
drink plenty of Fresca.
College of Arts and Sciences for
Freshman assistants during the
1970-71 academic year.
John Knowles, author of the
For FAP application forms,
On Saturday, Feb. 21, there
best-selling novel, A Separate
contact
Office of Counseling
Peace, will discuss "Why I Write" will be a New England Socialist (Gasson the
114), present Freshman
Educational
in an informational lecture in
Conference
Lyons Hall at 8 pm, Feb. 19. A sponsored by the Young People's assistants, or members of the A&S
reception will be held at Middle Socialist League and the Socialist student senate. The deadline for
Earth.
Party in McElroy Hall. It will applying is February 27.
begin at 10:30 and topics include:
"Building a Coalition for Social
are

-

College today and tomorrow to
answer questions and discuss
various office programs available
to qualified students.
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Black Housing Demands
BY CHRIS CAMPOS
The Black Student Forum
(BSF) resubmitted a list of
demands to the university at a
noon rally on Thursday in front
of Lyons Hall, and called for a
strike of classes on Friday. The
strikereceived some support,
mostly from members of the Left
Collective, former SDS.
Some of the demands, given in
response to the "racist policy of
Boston College" claimed by the

BSF, are:

1) a house in Roxbury for the
business and social functions of
the BSF; and the BSF presently
does not have an office or meeting
facility;
two vehicles for
2)
transportation
4) the BSF holds the university
responsible for all adjustments
and rennovations involved in the
above demands;
The BSF originally submitted
these and eight other demands to
Rev.
W. Seavey Joyce S.J.,
University President, on Dec.
16,1969 and asked for a reply to
the first demand by Jan. 12. At
the rally on Thursday, speakers of
the BSF claimed that they had
been "insulted", lied to and
ignored" in the past and in
response to their demands. The
BSF stated that they have not
received sufficient or satisfactory
responses from the university
administration. They claimed that
the original commitments of the
university made to the black
students at the beginning of the
black program have not been

fulfilled.

In order "to recover some of
the credibility which has been
lost", Rev. F.X. Shea S.J.,
executive vice-president of the
university, sent a letter on
Thursday to Carl Lewis, president
of the BSF. stating his responses
to the black demands. When Shea
asked to have the letter read at
the rally, he was refused. (See the
stories on pages 1 and 3 which
deal with Fr. Shea's answers to the
specific black demands on

admissions and financial aid.)
In the letter. Fr. Shea said "I
very much regret the breakdown
in communications that has
resulted in the loss of my own
credibility and the credibility of
the adininistation. I recognize that
some of this is my own failure.
The pressure of other business has
prevented my giving full attention
to the demands of the black
students." The students of the
BSF have charged repeatedly that
Fr. Shea's responses to the
demands have been equivalent to
"nothing at all". At the rally on
Thursday, the speakers of the BSF
claimed that, in response to the
black demands on housing, Fr.
Shea said at a previous meeting
that the BSF has three alternatives
to separate black housing: trailers,
housing, "and an
temporary
ecclesiastical approach involving
the relocation of nuns."
In response to this, Fr. Shea
said that he was not referring to
BSF alternatives but rather to the
housing alternatives of the
university.
In reply to the first black
demand, the house in Roxbury,
Fr. Shea, acting in behalf of the
university, has said that
negotiations are under way for the i
acquisition of the house and that
the outlook appears promising.
Fr. Shea also stated that the
university is attempting to acquire
a donation from a black alumnus
for the two cars.
In his letter to Lewis of Feb.
12, Fr. Shea stated that he was
not able to "respond to your
request of a black dormitory."
Rather, he said that his letter
would raise some of the pertinent
questions and that he would be
pleased "to have your thinking on
these questions."
He went on to state that the
university does not know at the
present time how many beds will
be available in September. He said
that he received a request from A.
Robert Phillips, director of the
Black Talent Program, for 50 new
bed spaces for September 1970.

.

He stated that he was committing
those 50 spaces.
Fr. Shea also stated that "a
dormitory exclusively for the use
of black students is an
arrangement whose legality has
been questioned by, the
Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare. I understand, on the
advice of counsel that the legality
of such dormitories is at least
doubtful."
Since the black demands did
not specify any co-educational
details, Fr. Shea said that there is
no possibility
under present
regulations for a co-educational
dorm. He said that he didn't
anticipate any change in these
regulations in the near future.
He said that no definite
decision can be made concerning a
black dorm before March 1.

Nurses continue demands
A&S opens more courses
BY MICHAEL BERKEY
The Nursing Student
Organization, meeting last
Tuesday, formed a student faculty
committee with the priority to
"consider changes in the nursing
curriculum of the Junior year
with the purpose of permitting
freedom of choice in the selection
of Liberal arts courses offered by
Boston College." Also as a result
of that meeting, three new courses
have been instituted for nurses
and, in an unprecedented move,
registration has been reopened for
nurses who wish to fill any
openings, some newly made, in
over two dozen A&S courses.
The meeting was called as a
follow-up to a meeting of the
NSO the day before which was
held to decide what action to take
regarding Dean Margaret Foley's
response to their demands for
curriculum reform. Foley had

Strike two
(continued from page 1)
Talent Program. "The Black
Talent Program is a program

whose definition
administration is
responsibility

and
the

of the University

Committee on Black Students and
Studies. The Committee operates
through the office of Mr. A.
Robert Phillips, who acts as the
program's director. The Black
Talent Program, at least in the
administrations understanding of
it, has the following
characteristics: It is committed to
the recruitment of economically
disadvantaged. Customarily it
recruits students who are
characterized 'high risk.'
Furthermore, its chief task is to
recruit students from the greater
Boston area."
Carl Lewis in a news
conference after the rally said that
the Black Talent Program is the
"only way to have blacks on
campus."
According to the Forum,
$325,000 was in the Black Talent
Program's budget initially to be
used for recruitment and tuition

Gordon Lassain said, library and return), lunches,
"Black students are not alienating clothing, books, entertainment,
themselves from all you white laundry, cleaning, shoe repair,
students, we have been alienated miscellaneous (hair cut, beauty
exclusively.

by the people." The reason
Lassain saw for this alienation is
the Forum's contention that the
University has deducted
secretarial fees, maintenance costs
and other trivial expenses from
the Program's budget.
David Silvia, sophomore black
student, spoke concerning a
questionnaire distributed by a BU
graduate assistant to all BC blacks.
He said the BC blacks were under
the impression that if they did not
fill out the questionnaire, their
funds would be in jeopardy. Upon
finding the impression false, the
Forum was enraged. The
questionnaire was a private study.
Silvia talked about the "prying
and harrassing" aspect of this
questionnaire that they thought
they had to answer. Section I said
"Please compute a weekly budget,
by keeping account from Sunday
to Sunday exactly what you
spend in that period for:
transportation (to school or

Members of the Left Collective shout their support of the demands of
the Black Forum at last Thursday's meeting. Photo by Dan Natchek.

parlor, school supplies, etc.)
Please be as specific as possible."
The questionnaire had two
questions to be answered for each
day, first; "What did you spend?"
second, "What could you not
spend or buy this week because of
a lack of funds?" Silvia called this
"Impossible!"
After talking about the
financial situation, Silvja
addressed himself to Frs. Shea and
Joyce. "You all know the
procedure for the forgiveness of
sins .you must go to confession
and admit your sins and then you
must do Penance! Because if you
do not repent, .we are going to
bring Hell to Boston College!"
Both the blacks and the
administration acknowledged that
Boston College belongs to the
National Association of College
Admissions Council which

.

requires a ten per-cent minority

enrollment

of

students.

stated that "all but one of the
courses required in theology and
all of those required in English
may be fulfilled by registration
with all other students in the
University." It became apparent,
however, that such was not the
case, and it was one of the nurses'
greatest complaints that they had
been assigned professors for their
core courses.
Since the upperclass nurses are
doing off-campus clinical work
three days during the week,
normal university courses are not
open to them. The committee
Foley proposed would deal with
this problem and hopefully find
solutions for the class of '72 in
time for the pre-registration
material to be submitted to the
registrar. Its membership would
consist of five students, chosen
from a list of NSO volunteers
from the junior and senior class.
The committee was accepted
only with the stipulation that it
would be expanded after March 2
to include two representatives
each from the freshman,
sophomore, and registered nurse
class. The committee would then
continue its study of the nursing
curriculum in all years. An
amendment was passed to insure
that the added representatives
would be included and that the
committee would continue to
function until "it is deemed
unnecessary by both the NSO and
the faculty of the School of
Nursing."
In response to questioning,
Foley explained that the
committee would be only
advisory to the dean and the
executive committee of the school
of nursing.
The second order of business
concerned the immediate
situation and proposed that
meetings with the dean of Arts
and Sciences and core course
department chairmen be held "to
determine measures which at this
time will allow students to enroll
in liberal arts courses other than
those to which they are presently
assigned."
The proposal, made by
Academic Senate representatives

Jennie Chin and Nancy Turletes
(both Nurs '70), also called for a
suspension of the Nursing liberal
arts core course sequence, in
anticipation of a change in the
core. Thus nurses would be able
to take a present junior course in
sophomore year and hope that the
sophomore structure would be
revised to eliminate some
requirements.

The

proposal included

a

request "that the Dean request

the Registrar of the School of
Nursing to postpone final
processing of IBM course cards,"
to allow, in effect, any nursing
student who wished to begin a
different course now, already four
weeks into the semester.
These resolutions were passed
by a wide margin after they were
found both possible and
acceptable to the dean. In the
following days enough faculty
responded favorably to offer over
two dozen new courses or sections
to fit into the nurses schedule.
A sub-committee of the
curriculum committee of the
school of nursing was also
established in the past week, to
allow students to participate in
the restructuring of parts of
nursing program. One area of
particular discussion will be the
possible cramming of three and a
half semesters of core course
requirements into two. The
"fundamentals" of any change,
according to the dean, are
expected by March.
The nurses later passed a
motion to advertise their situation
to the university community
through a rally on Friday. At the
Dust Bowl gathering, Veronica
Bleakley, president of the NSO
said that the nurses "are very
satisfied with action that has been
taken to meet the demands."

news editor wanted
must be responsible,
sincere
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EDITORIALS

Confrontation at BC

Analysis:

Nursing

unrest

BY LEN LAZARICK
What do you do if you have-500 dedicated, intelligent
women, interested in serving people, who are willing to pay
a university over $2000 a year to get not only a good
professional training but a liberal education? Well, first you
cut them off from the life of the university by making them
work off-campus three days a week, then you schedule
their professional courses in such a way that they can't take
other courses with the rest of the university, even if they
did have the time, and, then, in the liberal arts courses you
do manage to fit in, you give them dull, outdated professors
that everyone else in the university would refuse to take
without a second thought. If that answer sounds a bit
incongruous, then you can perhaps understand the plight of
the nursing student at BC, and the reasons a rather meek
nursing student body has suddenly turned into a very
vociferous group of women, making demands and taking
action. And when the issues come out into the open, it's a
wonder it didn't happen long ago.
Everyone, from Fr. Joyce to the most activist nursing
student, readily admits that BC's School of Nursing is, in
Fr. Joyce's words, "one of the best, if not the best
undergraduate nursing program in the country." That's not
at issue here. Most nurses come to BC for more than
professional training. They come for a liberal education
too.

Shea and Lewis (photo by Tom Chin)

It is almost irrelevant now to comment on the Black
Forum demands; almost anyone who knows anything about
the situation agrees they are basically legitimate. Somehow,
though, the question of the legitimacy of illegitimacy of the
demands has been lost in what has rapidly become the most
explosive crisis in the history of the school.
It is quite obvious that simple administrative bungling is
at least partially responsible for the crisis. One angry
administrator, in commenting on Father F.X. Shea'srole in
the situation, told us, "As an adminnistrator, he makes a
fine English teacher." We are not quite prepared to place
the entire burden of blame on Fr. Shea: it is quite possible
that one of the major issues that precipitated the strike, the
letters sent to 40 students by Director of Financial Aid
John Madigan, was due to a lack of communication
between Shea and Madigan. If this is true, it is obviously
inexcusable.
It is also obvious that the whole crisis revolves around

how much real power will be given to the Black Talent
Program. Director A. Robert Phillips of the BTP
commented Thursday that the most important issue was
"to get the university to give a crystal clear translation of
its, up to now, vague commitment to the black students at
Boston College." There can be little doubt that 137 blacks
on campus, a figure that represents .35% of the student
body, is nothing more than a "vague commitment."
If the crisis were not so serious, the administration's
actions so far would seem almost comical. There can be no
other way of viewing Shea's Thursday letter assuring the 40
black students that their funds were not in fact cut off.
Equally comic was the minor confrontation at Friday's
meeting that led to Carl Lewis's presence at the Director's
meeting that night.
Whether future events will be equally comic is still an
open question.

Congratulations, gang
At one of the election debates last week someone asked
Kevin Hackett about a campaign poster that read "Who do
you really trust? Vote Kevin Hackett." Were Hackett
supporters trying to use fear to get then man elected?
The answer, of course, was irrelevant. Regardless of the
sign's intent,, the campus events of last week brought the
quality of fear full-force into the campaign. The Black
Forum strike was one contributing cause to Tom Kieffer's
120-vote loss, and, secondarily, to Kevin Hackett's 120-vote
victory. A 120-vote victory for the more conservative
candidate on a traditionally conservative campus in the
midst of visible racial unrest is a victory whose legitimacy is
unclear.
On Friday, feeling that the strike was interfering with
the turnout at the polls, outgoing UGBC Vice-President
Mike Sheridan brought the matter to the Elections
Committee, where it was, of course, rejected.
Ah yes, the Election Committee. Three of the five

members of the very same Election Committee came
charging into the Heights office last Tuesday as the last
pages of the paper were going to press. They demanded that
a statement listing Hackett's campaign expenditures at
$91.57 (under the $100 limit) be run on the front page,
and threatened that the election would be postponed if this
were not done. Unable to contact the appropriate editors,
the Heights personnel present ran the box.
The box was necessitated by rumors surrounding a gift
of 17,000 sheets of paper on Hackett's behalf. The
statement of the Election Committee made no mention of
that gift. While it is clear that the gift was legitimate under
the existing laws governing elections, it is also clear that this
was due only to a ridiculous loophole in the laws that could
allow unlimited spending in campaigns. Above all, it is
blatantly obvious that the present election bylaws
constitute an absurdity.
Right now, we find it impossible to take Kevin Hackett,
UGBC President, as seriously as he does.

As a result, a tension develops between fulfilling
professional requirements and getting a well-rounded
education. Every department chairman The Heights has
contacted is more tham willing to do his best in providing
more and better liberal arts courses for nurses. Dr. John
Mahoney of the English department and especially Fr.
Joseph Flanagan of Philosophy, have been working on this
problem for years. The English department under Dr.
Richard Hughes last year instituted university-wide
registering for freshman English; the Theology department
did the same. The difficulty they have faced again and again
is the restrictive course scheduling for the Nursing School.
Nurses get poor teachers at strange times partly because no
one else is available. As Flanagan puts it,"The
responsibility lies more with the Nursing School." A mere
two weeks ago, the Nursing registrar sent the Philosophy
department the block times for next year's ethics courses:
two sections on Mondays and Fridays. Flanagan said two
sections was too few, and he was going to do everything
from his end to make at least four available, with a wide
range of choice. The eventual restructuring of the
undergraduate core by the UAS and UNCLE is the ultimate
solution, but the nurses will continue as second-class
citizens if they do nothing from their end.
In any case, the responsibility does he with the
administration of the School of Nursing. The irony of their
predicament is that they're not really sure how much
nursing in both the clinical and academic areas they must
have to fulfill state requirements and give the students good
professional training. Coupled with this unfortunate
ignorance, the administration has until recently remained
aloof from student concerns and problems; when finally
confronted on the issue of mandatory attendance, they
dragged their feet. The positive response to students
demands this week might be a real change of heart.
The change in the nurses themselves is even more
significant. No longer are they being intimidated by
accusations that their complaints about professors and
courses disregard "the basic dignity and worth of every
human being", as Dean Foley puts it, which nurses must
learn to respect. Their patient suffering with the university
has been transformed into at least partial awareness of their
situation. They've been shut off from BC for so long that
they are a little naive about the freedom and quality of
A&S courses.
The danger at this point is that now their demands
are being acted on.the nurses will retire timidly to the
nooks and crannies of Cushing, and pray for the best.
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LETTERS
Write on, girlie!
To the Working Women of Boston College c/o the Editor of
The Heights:
Although The Heights is a student publication, the
article entitled "Sexploitation in Amerika" which appeared
in last week's issue should be taken very seriously by all
women. It is fine to demand equality of education on
campus as many women in nursing and education have been
doing this year, but what long term good is the attainment
of equal treatment and respect for women students as
individual, thinking people if we women in the real world,
the working world (which most of us must enter if we want
to eat) continue to accept the low esteem in which we are
held by our male employers.
Now you BC working women, don'Ltell me that you are
treated with dignity and respect when every day you are
expected to bring your bosses coffee, your are expected to
smile sweetly even though you disagree with a male's idea
or point of view, you are expected to feel flattered when,
for a job well done, you receive a condescending "good
girl" from the boss. Axe we hired for our waitress abilities,
because we are mindless robots, or because we are sweet
little "girls"?
NO! We are thinking, feeling, hard working women with
a skill, trying to keep our heads above water in a society
that knows that a male's well timed smile or touch can
compensate for insults and low pay and consequently
prevent us from ever attaining the heights of independence,
individuality, intelligence, and status from which we can
accomplish with efficiency, compassion, and understanding
those necessary functions of a university, of a business, and
of a society that together influence the vital workings of
our world.
We women are treated as girls, as frivolous chics, as
sexual artifacts to decorate the office, only because we act
that way! Society will never respect us as capable,
intelligent, female human beings unless we begin to
demonstrate actively and outwardly in everything we do
that, in fact, WE ARE!
Individually and collectively, as women consciously
working together, we can do it!
Ellen Secord
Secretary

I remember Hitler
To the Editor:
Perhaps the section on violent revolution in last week's
Heights was intended to be taken as a joke,for it certainly
was that.
But the unusual history lesson concocted by William
Reap in the first and last paragraphs of his article "Off the
Liberals" deserves some response. His analysis of the rise of
Fascism, particularly in the case of Spain, is absurd. Most
interesting of all, however, is Mr. Reap's statement that
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"Yalta did not stop Hitler. " Yalta, which took place in
February 1945, was not intended to stop Hitler?the Allied
armies were already doing that. Yalta was supposed to stop
Stalin by giving Eastern Europe, Manchuria, and other
goodies to Russia. Though Mr. Reap has clearly mixed up
his history a bit, it is actually encouraging to learn that
subconsciously he sees the extreme left and the extreme
right as interchangable.
Mr. Reap tells us that "Fascism is stopped in the
streets." and that "the people must smash the state."
Linking this with Mr. Reap's statement in another article on
the same page that "people must be allowed to live" one
can begin to understand that his pleas contain echoes of
earlier revolutionary movements. I recently read a
description in The New York Times of a rally where one of
the major slogans was "The System Must Die so the People
Can Live." A leader of this group said at the rally that "The
people are now going to judge the system. When we
examine its working we see only catastrophe after
catastrophe, misery and suffering." Mr. Reap's fascination
with the streets is echoed in a book produced by this
revolutionary movement: "We should not work in secret
conventicles but in mighty mass demonstrations, and it is
not by (political assassination) that the road can be cleared
for the movement but by the conquest of the streets. We
must teach (our opponents) that the future master of the
streets is (our movement), just as it will some day be the
master of the state."
Though Mr. Reap's philosophy is quite close to the
philosophy of this group on many major points, I doubt if
Mr. Reap likes them very much. The article describing the
rally mentioned above can be found in the Times of March
7, 1932, p. 8. The leader quoted above was, of course,
Adolf Hitler, The book mentioned was The Official
Handbook for the Schooling of Hitler Youth (Quoted in
Harper's, August 1938, 177:240.) I recommend both the
article and the book to Mr. Reap?he might find them
enlightening, but, failing that, at least he might pick up a
few new slogans.

conditioned ourselves to calmly accept them.
The pestilence of war is the manufacture of the military
profession and you and I. It has been and it is now. I hope
it won't be in the days ahead. Let's work for a change.
Thomas Herlehy (A&S '72)

the comments on.

..

This is in response to the letter of Mr. Francis Close
(1973) which was published in your issue of February 3rd.
Since Mr. Close chose to derive his argument from a
statement of mine relative to ROTC, I feel that he is
entitled to my answers to some of the questions he raised.
1. "Do the educated kill better?" Certainly not, since
killing is not good to begin with, no one can do it better
than anyone else. Educated people as a group, however, are
likely to be more efficient and effective at killing, even as
they are likely to prove more efficient and effective at
other tasks.

2. Do ROTC Officers exert a humanizing influence on
the army or does the army brutalize them? I suspect a bit
of both takes place, although I'm not convinced that
"brutalize" is an appropriate term. (I, for example, have
been active in reserve military service since 1947, and I am
far from a brute - probably one of the nicest men on this
campus.)
Mr. Close then proceeded to a quite sophomoric
statement of his own views (commendable, I think, for a
freshman). I will presume to summarizehis opinions:
1. A Catholic University should oppose the existence of
a standing army.
2. Christians must view the army as an evil, justifiedonly
exceptional
in
circumstances. (Suppression of heresy would
be one such circumstance, I suppose.)
3. Maintenance of RQTC is equivalent tq maintaining
Boston College chapters of the Ku Klux Klan or the Nazi
Party. (What's wrong with that in a free university? As a
Sincerely,
matter of fact, Boston College presently maintains several
Stephen MacDonald (A&S, '71) very similar organizations.)
(Ed. note: Mr. Reap indicated that he intends to pick up a
4. "A good Catholic is bound to his conscience in all
copy of the book you suggested and hopes to pick up many things, even when it is wrong." (Mr. Close might try
new slogans. He wondered if you would loan him your
discussing priestly celibacy in his next theology class.)
copy?)
5. Only in just wars may a good Catholic serve.
I believe Mr. Close makes two fundamental errors. First,
on.
he equates Catholic and Christian, while history records
many very devout laymen, prelates and popes of the
To the Editor:
Church who would not come out too well on an objective
I would~ like to make a few points against what James
evaluation
of their adherence to Christian Principles.
McMahon said in his letter to the Heights of Feb. 10.
Second, he ignores the fact that in order to fight a
You have written off a crucial point in your argument
"jusf'war, it is necessary that some form of army be
against ROTC, the army and"the many other evils in maintained even in time of peace.
society." You have suggested that if we condemn soldiers,
Very few wars have been caused by the military since
in the same breath we should also speak out against "the
stock market as immoral, along with our fathers' the time of Alexander. The military simply fights wars that
paychecks, right?" Right! If your basic assumptions and are begun for political, geographical, economic, ideological
assertions are correct. However, these points are not really or religious reasons. Most military men abhor fighting and
relevant to the question of ROTC and the army in general. would much prefer to sit in their barracks for twenty or
Granted we should condemn and campaign against thirty years and then start collecting their pensions. Mr.
"evil" in any way, shape, manner or form, However we Close might better devote his energies to attacking the rea;
university culprits in the matter of war: Economics which
must be aware of our immediate concerns and the situation
has failed to solve the problems of competing nations
presently around us.
Although you may think that war "is just .an Political Science which has failed to demonstrate how
unalterable facet of the human condition," surely you disparate ideologies can exist peacefully; Theology which
wouldn't suggest that this is sufficient reason to disregard persists in arousing warlike emotions by pretending that
its inherent evils. And if War is hardly to be blamed on there is one true religion; Law which has failed to develop a
those who wage it, who is it to be blamed on? I refer you to satisfactory and satisfying alternative to War as a means oi
settling international disputes; Education which has done
Buffy St. Marie's Universal Soldier for the answer.
our
of
its
society
you
people,
nothing and suffers by default. There are culpable others.
and I, the
to rid
It is up to
Finally, I infer that Mr. Close has been prey to a
usury,
inherent defects whether these be
or the stock
market, or the army or ROTC. If we are acquiescent and common misconception about wars that they are caused
by aggressors. Wars are caused by those who resis
content to wallow in the murk of our middle class
college-ness and not even attempt to change merely because aggression. Think about that.
Sincerely,
of the historical tradition you illustrated behind war and
John A. Schmitt
etc. then we will never create a new and better world,
University Academic Senat<
create a new history.
Acceptance of known and obvious evil is an evil in and
of itself. This apathy is so present in our society today that
it is the first obstacle we must overcome in our struggle for
non comment on
change.
Your attitude of this is what has been, this is what is and
this is what always will be is reminiscent ofthe non-acting, heights:
congratulations on excellent election coverage stop you
non-thinking people who stood by when Hitler was gassing
did
a really good job stop Aside to Joe McDonough:
Jews, when Chicago cops were stomping on our heads,
YIPYIPYIPYIPYIPYIPIEEEEEEEEAUM!
when L.A. police were killing Panthers, and when out
culturally, (revoltingly(!?))
soldiers were massacring Vietnamese people. We have come
rory
o'connor A&S 72
have
to accept horror and evil as part of our lives and

Comments
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LETTERS/COMMENTS
the comments
To the Editor:
Mr. McMahon's letter of 2/10 (Masters of War) in
response to mine of a week earlier was very long on sarcasm
but woefully short on logic. To elucidate:

1) re: the value of having ROTC men as platoon leaders,
opposed
to non-ROTC. We both agree that there is no
as
evidence to assume that the educated kill better, and we
agree that ROTC men are placed in positions of influence.
The question remains: why ROTC men rather than
enlistees? Does it matter whether one kills with a liberal
arts background or a mechanic's background? How does
one humanize the process of training people to kill?
2) Just because there exist other evils does not justify
one's failure to oppose war. To think otherwise would be to
admit that one can do nothing about evil and so must
passively accept it. I hope a more optimistic view.
3) Lending money is not against the Christian ethic and
Mr. McMahon's entire analogy here is facetious and
superficial.
4) Mr. McMahon must plead ignorance of more than just
" 'traditional Catholic teaching' of the medieval Aquinas."
Obviously he (bes not know the difference between
theology and practice. Just because many Catholics have
practiced war, does not mean that Catholic theology gives
war a blank check. Moreover, Ignatius of Loyola is not
everyone's patron saint, and the Jesuits, outside of their
own ranks, are not generally considered the ideal Christian
models. Ultimately our only source of moral guidance is the
life and works of Jesus Christ, and he did not operate in a
military fashion. So much for the Jesuits.
5) Our fundamental disagreement lies, I suspect, in Mr.
McMahon's statement: "It (war) is hardly to be blamed on
those who wage it." What are his views on rape? If this view
is held, it is obviously futile to oppose war, and of course
one would not be responsible for one's actions while
engaged in war. Thus, war will inevitably go on forever. I
can hardly disagree more. Each of us is responsible for his
actions. War is not inevitable but rather a deliberate act,
and those who engage in it are guilty of its consequences.
Of course no one admits to having started one, but the fact
remains that there would be none if no one fought in one. I
hope to see the end of war because men will refuse to fight
in it. I also suggest that our soldiers stand far readier to kill
'for' me than to die 'for' me. I don't want them to do
either.
Francis Close (A&S, 73)

Yaddah yaddah
To the Editor:
Unless I have missed something, you haven't yet got
word that the application of A&S for a chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa was approved by the national organization, after
long deliberations.
Thomas W. Perry
(Ed. Note: You didn't, but we did.)

EDITORIAL COMMENT
EDITORIAL COMMENT: A continuing series of letters in
The Heights the last few weeks has raised the question of
ROTC at BC. The issue is rather an emotional one, and
though the writers have tried to back up their arguments
with reason, both sides of the question have been affected
by irrationality.
Opponents and proponents of ROTC have thrown
around ethical and historical judgments with equal
disregard of the facts. Dragging up pre-history, Alexander,
and the Middle Ages has little meaning when you don't
have the facts straight, especially if you disregard the
constant efforts of medieval churchmen to temper the
effects of war on the common people. The issue of usury
was largely irrelevant. It didn't have to be. The way the
position of the church changed on the morality of usury as
it adapted itself to a changing economic system might be a
good analogy to a like process in the Church's position on
modern warfare. The scale of modern warfare and the

Holy Chicago
"Fly the Friendly Skies of United"
or
"Holy Chicago"
[Toledo wasn't big enuff]
Bye Code, airplane flights & gingerbread flights, i have, for
the last several weeks, been distracting myself (and not
writin,) from the current demoralizing mobilization of the
forces of darkness, by delving into diverse tombs of folklore
and legend, looking for Tolkien's sources. Needless to say,
most are not too traceable. Still, some fascinating shit has
turned up. e.g.: in pre-Roman north europe (pardon,
yurrup) - (esp. Germany) there are numerous tales about a
race of very ancient peoples, whose origin is not.known but
is said to be related to dwarves. They lived on the fringes of
great, un-explored forests and were the guardians of human
beings against "the horrors therein". Also, the tales all
agree, they lived only on the Western sides of the forests
(period of migrations?). Their skin was "wrinkled and
grey cracked, much like the bark of ancient trees."
"They
were as twigs." Hmmmm. Celts are mad!!!! Alot
is there.
A "legendary" people called the Tuatha dc Danann
(people of the goddess Dana) or, Te Danaan, had taken
Eirie from a race of original giants. However, the giants did
not flee, they hid, and continued to intrigue and work evil,
often under "noxious vales of unclean smokes, vapors, and
magik darknesses." Also, they endured many onslaughts of
varied invaders, evil ones from"the East." Finally, they
went into temporary, magic hiding places, chiefly
enchanted woods before leaving in small groups for the
"Blessed land in the West"!! The Western lands are
described in the sagas as a place where one is eternally
young and the inhabitants live always in great joy & peace
& mutual love HMMMM Am now getting some more
detailed source books on Celtic & pre-Roman Germanic
lore that promise to be very fruitful.
Yea, abbie, maybe culture groups, communes, maybe
you're rite! i agree with Tom, though; as individuals and a
community of communicants, we are the Indians of 1870
(only a poor century). Not exact copies, but very, very
close - read L. Fiedler's The Return of the Vanishing
America, economics, some scene, how long do you think
the spades in u.s. ken will stand their shit wages? students?
probably longer.
or the eyes of whites in "public"
places? Is it paranoia - SURE!! but i also sit and watch
grass grow & its much pleasanter!
Peter Weiss accords the terrorized the dignity of not
symbolizing. 1111. Political acts must have political
meaning and if they do not have any effect then they
do not have political meaning - although they may
have aesthetic or personal meanings. Our Washington
march was a drama about politics - a matter of
FORMS (only potential political ones) - not effects.
1174. Two types of space exist, inorganic and plastic. In
inorganic space object relationships defines the existence of
each. In plastic space objects interact with the space that
defines them. These two concepts illustrate, define, and
refer constantly to two fundamental orientations of man
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towards his environment (natural, physical, temporal,
illusory, etc.). Inorganic (not alive) space implies that man
is an integral being, detachable from the formal construct
of society. Objects that exist in this type of space exist as
separate entities, operating within an environment - but not
affecting change it it. Interaction exists on a variety of
levels simultaneously. ?Zap: party ? for media people or
interested parties = discuss trial, media utilization.
Cocktail Party Fri.nite all of Chicago media society,
business mean and some teachers decked out in thenbest leers and spiffy doris day dirty jokes; some new
yorkers wearing aplomb and condescension; middle
aged chicks en courture decor - mini skirts, silver
dresses, matching (tho more cunningly delivered)
leers. Men shifting about like the kids at a jr. high
dance women extraordinarily like large water birds
(egrets, or cranes) moving slowly through the party
waters and stooping to sample every now and then
occasionally gulping a large tasty prize (putting down
somebody, gulping down a new admirer, passing a
mirror and pausing grandly). It was very much like
getting my T.V. set back - like your first strong liquor
or cigarette or
a real belt, followed by nausea
(ABSORBS 47 TIMES ITS WEIGHT IN STOMACH
ACID) (How many do you eat before you disappear
or turn into a huge chunk of absorbent chalk)?
22221. For the sake of Buddah, and the rest of us too,
Carol, beware of aiding the Psy-war people; unless you can,
develop countertactics applicable to our domestic resistance
to media inundation.
Why don't they just sic a good ad-agency on the V.C.?
They could whup up a few snappy bill boards and some
jingles that would soon have the poor peasants not only on
"our" side, but clamoring for CHEVY's ( see the DMZ, in
your Chevrolet ....), Washing Machines, and Lydia
Pinkham's Pills. Maybe I could try for psych councelor to
NIXON? Hee,hee. Zero Point: eons later,back to b.c.
(before Chicago?); i shudder ie.delivered myself up to
the college one bright morning and haven't quite
recovered from the shock-even long enuff to
write-home-to-mother about Chicago, i was
confronted immediately with a sort of cornucopia of
Forms, Lists, Assorted Memos, Bills,
Liberated-liberals-for PULSatings in community
work, and touching letters not to mention the
Ongoing Saga, "The Psychology Department Faces
Life." (24 hr. day,week-long,year-long,infinite
showing). Aghhhhh!!!!!!!!!

-
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Here was I, my head full of hoffmans, haufbraus,
green grass, aftermath of "Z": itself an
aftermath
my aching to sing a poem, a song,
melodrama, anything to fill this anguishing filled-void
me
and suddenly a host of DAEMONS
(Haarrpies!!) set upon me with Teeth, chisels, etc. to
DRAIN-ME-MIND' To top it all off, I had somehow
forgotten that I was supposed to appear for
"Evaluation or Boards" (choose either - depending on
which stage cf your Freudian development) (enter
chairman: "Goddamn lax of you, that!.")

What in God's name is there to be "bored about or
many
of
world
affairs
has
led
modern
present state
evaluate?" I knew once before Michael's Angel's slaves
theologians and bishops to see a "just war" as almost an stared at me - - silently.
impossibility.
Schmitt and McMahon tell us to look at the other evils
so, anyway, i am now pastiching a Mosaix based
in society first. What both sides overlook is the possibility
loosely on the "chicago trial," "Z," "it is over 300
might
be a first
that attacking a standing army on principle
down; dare we jump???-" and other such.
feet
society
step in attacking the economic and social evils of a
defense,
operating
which'spends ten per cent of its GNP on
meanwhile, peace, fire, strong
spears and sure-arrows
almost perpetually in a "war" economy.
Unfortunately, both camps in the debate have been
plus
victims of sloppy thinking and ahistorical reasoning. The
+
issues of a Christian university, ROTC, and the military
WONDER BREAD: CUZZ BUILDS STRONG
establishment are indeed all interrelated. But since no one
BOD lES
at the present time seems able to come up with an
12 ways
argument that can handle the question with more
reasonableness, less distortion, and a greater appreciation of
the subtle interplay of social ethics, history, and American
? carol proudfoot
society, The Heights will close off for the moment further
PULSE, Director
debate in its pages on the role of ROTC at BC.
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Renaissance: a glass egg
BY BOB LONGDEN
In retrospect, it's obvious that there was
something special about the Yardbirds,
both in the type of music they produced
and in the type of people who played in
the group. The hard blues-rock that almost
all groups are playing these days originated
with them, as did the use of raga influences
and fuzz distortion. Also three of rock's
finest and most imitated guitarists, Eric
Clapton, Jeff Beck, and Jimmy Page, are all
products of the group.
Considering this, it was only natural to
expect quite a bit from the first album by
Renaissance, since it involves the work of
three more ex-Yardbirds. Keith Relf sings
and plays guitar and harp with this new
group as he did with the old one and Joe
McCarty is again the drummer. In addition,,
Paul Samwell-Smith, the Yardbirds' bassist
and leader until he quit in 1967, was in
charge of production. Other personnel are
John Hawken (piano and harpsichord),
Louis Cennamo (bass), and Keith's wife
Jane (vocals and percussion).
However, the record as a whole is
disappointing. While the Yardbirds
successfully combined elements of blues
and rock in their material, Renaissance has
attempted to give their music a classical
and jazz orientation by using a great deal
of piano and harpsichord. They've failed
miserably due to the fact that the songs
were written in a very haphazard way. Relf
and McCarty wrote the basic melodies and
lyrics and then turned them over to
Hawken and Cennamo who added
improvisations with the keyboards and
bass. But while the main body of each song
is solid rock (sounding somewhat like the

Moody
Blues ) the additional
instrumentation is either very baroque or
else random avante-garde pounding and
plucking on the piano and bass, having no
relevance to a central musical theme.
Consequently none of the songs become
more developed as they go along, but
rather become obnoxious by breaking
down into several unrelated melodies.
There is no fusion of the various musical
styles; all elements stand out in glaring
contrast to each other, making the "songs"
nothing more than aimless musical
wanderings. There are only five cuts on the
album, two numbers around eleven
minutes apiece and this only makes the
record seem even more tasteless than it is.
For example, the longest cut, Bullet, begins

with an overdone classical piano
introduction that is not really an
introduction at all, but seems almost like a
spare piece of music that was added just to
take up time. However, the mainbody of
the song is tight and funky and some good
blues piano. Then suddenly everything
stops, the melody dissolves and disappears
into an absurd and a boring doodling on
the instruments.
Keith Relf is basically a blues singer and
his voice is completely unsuited for this
type of music so that he is constantly
straining to get all the words said on time.
His wife Jane sings in an extremely high
pitched style and, consequently, most of
the words on her two numbers, Island and
Wanderer are unintelligible. The lyrics are

The Gil Evans formula
BY CHRIS CAMPOS
Gil Evans is not one of the popularized
heroes of the jazz world. He doesn't
frequently appear in jazz polls or even
concerts. He is one of the unsung,
behind-the-scenes arranger/composer who
provide the foundations of the music.
In his new album, Gil Evans, Evans
weaves a neat fabric of the many facets of
jazz from contemporary, to progressive and
to the newly emerged rock influence. It is a
masterful touch with an added appeal: the
Gil Evans formula.
Evans is probably best known for his
association with Miles Davis and Gerry

Mulligan. He has done and still does a large
amount of arranging and composing for
Davis. A couple of good illustrations of the
Evans-Davis combination can be found in
Miles Ahead and Sketches of Spain.
Some of the featured musicians listed
on the album cover are rather impressive:
Elvin Jones on drums, Joe Beck on electric
guitar, and Billy Harper on Saxophone.
Both Harper and Beck are excellent
throughout the album and although the
drumming is good everywhere, it is hard to
tell just which cut or cuts Jones is working
in, since it is never specifically credited. It
is interestingto guess however.

"Jungle almost revived
The challenge which a script by Bertholt
Brecht presents to a director is almost
insurmountable. His theories of Theatre are
uniquely his own, and his plays can easily
become incomprehensible in production.
However, successful Breeht is excellent
Theatre. Such occasionsremain few and far
between, though. They demand a genius
and ingenuity matched only by the
playwright himself. The Charles production
of Jungle of Cities attempts to be such an
evening, but it never quite makes it.
Brecht wrote the play in 1928, about
the time his work was beginning to lose
some of its earlier nihilism and reflect his
vision of Communism (The Threepenny
Opera first appeared in that same year.) In
this play he introduced a new passion to
the stage, as his introductory notes point
out: '
.out of pure sport two men get
involved in a fight Which changes their
personal selves beyond all
recognition .The zones of combat are

..

anyway, such as these from
Innocence:
Then you 'ye missed the point completely
And a little child smiles sweetly
Cause he hasn 't had the time
To ask the question why.
Each song is basically the same, with
Relf and McCarty contributing a good rock
foundation only to have the additional
music obscure it and kill any possiblities
for a consistent development. The group
obviously does not have any set ideas
about what direction their music should
take except that it should take no direction
at all. Little of the creative genius that was
the Yardbirds seems to have passed off to
this new group and the result is a very
frustrating and unsatisfying album.

poor

certain concepts which a young man of even and arena lamp, these remain apart
George Garga's type might have about from the action on stage. The players pass
family, marriage, honor. These concepts the opportunities to involve the audience
are utilized by his opponents to do him directly, and we unfortunately remain as

harm. Moreover one of the fighters stirs up
in his opponent certain ideas bound to
destroy him as if he were shooting
thoughts like burning arrows into his
opponent'shead.''
The combat, and play which surrounds
it, portray the tragedy of men caught up in
the absurd, complex struggles and
submissions of a harsh reality. In the
combat Garga (Michael Moriarty) loses his
family and a great deal of his humanity;
Schlink (Nicholas Kepros) takes his own
life and has the elements of humanity
which captures, frustrated. The last round
reverses the characters' original positions as
Schlink reaches for human contact and
Garga rejects the overtures for feeling.
The failure at the Charles lies in a too
realistic production. While Louis Griss
underlays his direction with a fighting ring
atmosphere of announcements, gongs and

Bye, Bye

BOriZOS

spectators. William Trotman's design then
reinforces the overall realistic style, and
realism "K.O.'s" the play. Thus the
audience leaves the bout sensing that
Brecht's philosophy is- timidly hiding
behind a "fourth wall."
This is not to imply that the evening is
totally lost. In all fairness, the quality of
the script and the skill of the company do
provide an interesting performance.
However, while Criss is apparently true to
sense of the play, his failure to fully accept
the style of Epic Theatre leaves the
production obscure and unresolved. We are
asked to disregard the motives of the
conflict, so we must consider its relevance.
This never makes a full cross from the stage
to audience. Mild confusion,then, restricts
the thought processes which ought to
follow a performance of Brecht. That is
unfortunate.

so long

dada-funk

The first cut, "General Assembly", is
molded in a progressive Davis style.
However, it seemed to fizzle out into an en
masse warm-up of the group. There were a
few interesting points but not enough to
make-up for the lack of purpose that
pervaded the lengthly cut.
"Proclamation" and "Spaced" on the
second side appeared to be experiments in
arranging. Both were very stimulating and
interesting. In "Proclamation", Evans
almost transforms his brass section into a
church bell. It is a very effective technique
that shows the talent of Evans to
successfully tinker with the actual texture
and timbre of the sound of the instruments
he commands.
In several places throughout the album,
Evans drops in the tolling of chimes. It is
an imaginative and infrequently used effect
that adds much to the music.
Evans' jazz-rock entry on the album is
"Thoroughbred". The rock combination of
the drums and bass are very good as is the
guitar of Beck. One of the interesting parts
of this cut is the electric trombone solo of
James Cleveland. Its another Evans suprise
that always seems to fit in.
"Blues in Orbif'is probably the best
cut. It exhibits Evans'proficiency with the
texture and combinations of the
instruments. He continues a basic
contemporary jazz melody line through
several rythm arid mood changes. The
combination of tjfesax and flute about
three-quarters of the way through the cut
is a complete surprise.
There is one grsat lack in the album,
though: the piano. There is no specific
pianist accredited to the album in the
notes. I assume that Evans is the pianist
recorded. If he is thin he shouldn't be. The
piano playing is never on a par with the
performance of the other musicians in the
group. Although there is a piano in every
cut, it exists only as a timid shadow of
what should have Jjeen. It is the only
obvious lack in an otherwise excellent jazz
presentation.
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BY LEN LAZARICK
An afternoon with theKrishna devotees
in their Brighton home is much more than
the usual run-of-the-mill Sunday religious
experience. The all inclusive religous
intensity which pervades the house, and
the constant atmosphere of gentleness and

profound joy present there is at first
uncomfortable for the guest; but the
atmosphere is contagious, and the world of
illusion (MAYA, as they term it), the world
of tension and anxiety quickly disappears.
It was obvious that not all of the some
40 guests for the festival and love feast

expei

self-c
Orier
enou
by c
only,
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inced it that way. Some seemed too
ascious, too bewildered by the
il trapings, too enclosed to be free
t to participate; others, victimized
licism and motivated by curiosity
xHild be little more than spectators.
full experience of the Krishna

*

spirit demanded participation. Without an
attitude of openness, the doings of a
Sunday afternoon at 40 North Beacon St.
are nothing but a spectacle, an Oriental
curiosity.
Even for the most open of persons the
unusual conviviality of the Krishna house
takes a while to seep in. But once the door
stops letting the New England winter on to
your strangely free barefeet, and a devotee
has smeared the watered clay from the
River Ganges on to your forehead. ("Why]«%
I asked one of the devotees. "It's
traditional," he 'replied.),- you begin: to ;
relax in the quiet atmosphere of Krishna
consciousness.
The Krishna people are as talkative
about their religion and the necessity of
conversion as any Jehovah's Witness you
might have run into, but their evangelical
pushiness is tempered with an Indian
deference that makes it slightly more

followed by a love feast, a agape. And the
devotees doing their tasks, constantly
whispering or mumbling the Hare Krishna
mantra like a group of Eastern monks
saying the Jesus prayer, or a convent of
contemplatives perpetually praying the

HLjta|e l° ^tf ie fundamentals..of their
had similarities with the
BpctriK also
Christian tradition. By their participation
in the godhead, all their comings and
goings, acting and doing take on
transcendental significance. And by
constant consciousness of the godhead, the
world of suffering and pain can have a
constant undertone of joy and tranquility.
There are many obvious differences, like

photos by Dana Bisbee

bearable. The abundant literature thgj|
have on display gomes off their own press,,
whose alien clatter from a side room
rumbles off and on through the afternoon.

cowboy shirt, a visitor, takes bongos and a
sfAjry-all; drums and
tamborine
join in the din.
bells and finger cyrnj||
some dancing,
sJmdBL
Soon everyonJK
cflf>pinjpki
Wr§|
thl|ajPen||
celebration is
floor
if
joyous,
relaxing,
you're
led
to
the
second
and
not too
and the guests are
temple with its gaudy curtains and smell of uninhibited, very liberating.
The middle of the kirtan was occupied
incense. The kirtan, the Krishna worship
service, begins and ends with the rhythmic by some readings, something which could
chanting of the Hare Krishna mantra. The only be called a sermon, and the Krishna
tempo slowly increases; an old man in a equivalent of a morality play. They all had

rnfllt

one point: deliverance from Maya is arrived 1
at through consciousness of Krishna.
And again the chanting began. Starting
slower, it graduallly reached a much higher
pitch and stronger beat than before. The
KrishnaKrisR
hna
ama
devotees moved
us closer
to the altars in
front, the altars cluttered with innumerable
Oriental odds and ends and images of
demi-gods. The dancing became more
lively, and the singing, louder. Some of the
worshippers were swept away and the girl
next to me began to jump up and down in
seer joy.
Before things got out of hand, the
kirtan ended and sacred food was brought.
No meat or fish, but rice curry and
sweetened flower, sweet potato chips; a
good many visitors ate very little. They
seemed taken aback by the mats on the
floor, the strange food, and especially
eating with their fingers. Many of the
guests spoke only among themselves and
left soon after the kirtan when theyfound
the food rather unappetizing.
An impression that became clear as the
afternoon came to a close, was the
"Catholicity" of many of the elements in
the whole Krishna movement. Cut away
the Oriental trappings and the Krishna
home in Brighton might have been a
pentecostal Christian monastery. The
chanting, the incense, the readings, the
sermon, the morality play, and all of this

had so "turned off the world of illusion,
the world where people still are born, are
educated, live in suffering, and sometimes
die in an unbeleivable foreign war, that
they couldn't talk about it with seriousness
an or
-?
?**&k
But ii*.
still you couldn't help but
a
\u25a0 close to 40 devotees in very
cramped quarters, eating simply,;.living;
simply, with a kind of tenderness and
concern for one another and even absolute
strangers that is in short supply these days.
An afternoon with this kind of dedicated
people might be a little unreal, but it is
certainly not unpleasant.

H

Jj|up

rr#veW

their negation of the whole world of reality
as fundamentally illusory, but even this can
be found in many of the past heretical
sects in Christianity. This might perhaps
explain what they called the "submissive"
reception of BC students to then
proselytizing in McElroy.
One of the most discomforting partsfflof
the whole experience was the impossibility
of having a conversation on anything other
than Krishna. Even among themselves,
except for practical matters, they seemed
to be preoccupied with religion. Perhaps
this was abnormal, only part of the Sunday
"show", but with all the sympathy one
might have toward what they are trying to
do, it was still troubling to think that they
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Psych dept elects Reynolds

Staff members of Project Turnabout keep the center open 24 hours a
day to rehabilitate drug addicts. The project, at 545 Washington St. in
Brighton, helps cure drug users of their dependenceon drugs. Photo by

Mark

Herlihy.

Project Turnabout
Located at 545 Washington St.,
BY MARK HERLIHY
Brighton, the Project, according
"Project Turnabout" is a
recently formed program dealing to Riccardi, is now operating on a
with the problems of drug shoestring provided by donations,
addiction and drug use in the and the nominal fees charged for
Allston-Brighton Community. some of their lectures. A
Directed by former addict Ron fund-raising drive will be run at
Riccardi, the Project deals with B.C. in McElroy this week, to help
drug use at all levels through raise necessary funds for food and
education, prevention, and equipment for the Project. At
rehabilitation. Active programs present, fifteen of the staff
organized and run by the Project members are living at the Project
include lectures to the area's high headquarters, where they are
school and junior high students badly in need of basic food
and their parents, and parole and supplies, beds, and other living
rehabilitation work with addicts. facilities, including a hot water
Operating along the lines of heater and a shower. Riccardi
"Syhanon" and "Renaissance," a mentioned the lack of real
New York program, "Project community involvement in the
Turnabout" utilizes the concept project, and the need for outside
of "self-help" to rehabilitate drug support in the Project's programs.
users. Riccardi emphasized that
the Project is not a crash pad for
bad trips, like Boston groups such
as "Project Place." Instead,
"Project Turnabout" demands
commitment to the project from
those people who seek its help.
Staffed by ex-addicts, the
BY PAT MCGOWAN
rehabilitation phase of the Project
The math and physics
depends upon T-group sensitivity
departments
at Boston College are
techniques and personal
confrontation to help the drug taking steps to provide for student
user see the reasons for his representation at departmental
dependence on drugs.
meetings. Both departments
Director Riccardi does not discussed the issue with students
condemn drugs, but rather attacks at meetings held last Tuesday.
the negativity involved in drug
The physics department
use. The Project assumes that
initiated
representation for
addicts who seek help can, in
effect, cure themselves of the graduate students last year and
psychological dependence at the undergraduate students last
root of all drug problems.
semester. However, it did not

BY PAUL DILLON
The Psychology Department's
Executive Committee selected Dr.
Edward Reynolds as their
executive officer during a meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 10.
Dr. Reynolds was the only
member of the committee to be
nominated and the only member
who was willing to accept the
position of executive officer.
The committee was decided on
as the governing body of the
Psychology Department by
faculty and student
representatives on Feb. 1. The
reorganization of
the
department's administration came
in the wake of Dr. John yon
Felsinger's resignation and
demands of the Black caucus for a
more democratic structure.
The executive officer is
expected to assume what were the
administrative duties of the
chairman, and act as
representative for the committee.
His responsibilities will be
exceptionally numerous because
of the changes in the graduate and
undergraduate programs being
initiated, and because of the
backlog of normal administrative
duties which have accumulated
since Dr. yon Felsinger's
resignation. The executive officer
will be aided in his duties by the
committee, which will remain the
policy making body of the
department and continually
review the actions of its officer.
When asked about his future
actions as executive officer,

Reynolds did not mention any acquiring his masters in social
specific plans, but expressed work. Before coming to BC, he
interest in the undergraduate taught at Kent State in Ohio and
program being proposed.The new participated in research at
program features changes in the Brandeis. Although this is only his
basic requirements of psychology second year at BC, last semester
majors, limiting certain classes to he was appointed chairman of the
majors only, and consulting
now dissolved undergraduate
departmental faculty about committee of the psychology
courses they wish to teach.
department. He is also involved
Reynolds received his PhD. with the committee planning the
from Western Reserve after new undergraduate program.

Campaign expenditures
BY TOM KELLY
One of the major issues

come out of last week's election
was the question concerning the
eligibility of a candidate
pertaining to his expenditures on
the presidential campaign.
The election board of the
UGBC distributed a list of allrules
to all government applicants prior
to the elections.
Rule four, of the campaign
regulations states, "All campaign
expenditures made by the
candidates or on behalf of the
candidates must be reported by all
candidates on the day of the

elections."

Rule five expands on this rule
by setting the limit of campaign
expenditures for the president and
vice-president at $100.
On the night of the primary
election, Kevin Hackett was*called
before the election board
concerning his total expenditures.

Math and physics departments
approach student representation

,

Welch students request
Jim Redmond's return
Jim Redmond, involuntarily
The students found this
out of his Resident
proposal very acceptable but
Assistant room during the Weston according to Miss Ann Flynn,
relocation, is still attempting to director of housing, that proposal
move back into his room on looks doubtful due to thereaction
of the students on Counihan's
campus.
. Redmond, an RA on Welch 111, floor, Roncalli I.
Counihan also wanted to make
was evicted during the Christmas
apology concerning a
the
students
an
then,
Since
vacation.
on his floor have been demanding statement that was attributed to
his return. No final action has Jerry Zeller in a Heights article on
been taken by the housing or Feb. 3. Zeller, student
representative of Welch 111, stated
student affairs offices.
Counihan,
Brian
assistant that Rev. George Fuir, S.J., RA of
director of housing, made a Welch 111, had been approached
proposal to the students of Welch by the housing office and asked to
111 that he could move out of his move out of his rrom. Fr. Fuir
room in Roncalli I and that the denied this. In reality, Fr. Fuir
freshmen in Redmond's room had never been approached, but
could move into Counihan's that impression had been given to
room, making Redmond's room Zeller and other students by
re-available to him.
Counihan.

moved

finalize selection procedures for
the undergraduates until Tuesday,
when the faculty accepted a plan
worked out by the physics majors.
The plan calls for elections in
February of four undergraduate
representatives. The freshmen,
sophomores, juniors will each vote
for two students, one
representative from each
particular class and one
representatiye-at-large. The seniors
will vote only for the
representative-at-large.
The movement for student
representation in the physics
department started at the October
meetings sponsored by A&S.
Department Chairman Robert
Carovillano cancelled classes,
allowing the students to organize
and elect four pro-tern
representatives. The 15-member
faculty granted equal voting rights
to four graduate and four
undergraduate student
representatives. According to
Michael Gorman, one of the
pro-tern representatives, the
faculty seems "eager" to promote
communication with students and
"receptive" to their ideas.
Gorman said that student
representation "has changed the
decision-making process" in two
ways. It has enabled the students
to organize among themselves
while opening a new channel of
communication with the faculty.

to

Donald Zak (SOM '71) who
handled all of Hackett's campaign
expenses presented a list of figures
totaling below $100, but the
student activities office exposed
figures exceeding the limit.
Hackett denied his expenses
exceed the limit, and said that
17,000 sheets of paper included in
the student activities total were
given to him as a gift by Zak.
The election board postponed
their decision on the matter until
Monday at 2:00 pm, because Zak
had left for the weekend without
leaving specific receipts to justify
the expenses.
Joe Fitzpatrick, UGBC
president, was present at the
Monday meeting for a few
minutes, and expressed that he
was displeased at what had
happened. He felt the board
should have made a decision on
Friday night, because of the
various rumors that were
spreading.
In a Heights interview
Fitzpatrick explained that the
campaign expense rules were
established two years ago to
prevent a mockery of the
campaign. In the last two
elections, gifts of paper were
customary for position papers, he

The over-all effect is that the
students now have the "capability
to make their views known," said remarked.
Gorman.
The election board was chosen
Although Gorman described by Fitzpatrick over the Christmas
the physics department as vacation in this manner: one
"reasonably progressive" and said congressman from each of the
that the students are "optimistic" four schools, and a senior
about the probability of congressman to serve as chairman.
innovations in the department, he Fitzpatrick said that none of the
cited two "points of contention" senior congressmen wanted to act
as chairman, so he selected Pat
between students and faculty.
Hanehan, a sophomore in A&S.
The first is procedure for
At the conclusion of the
tenure and promotion. At
Tuesday's meeting the students meeting on Monday, the board
presented a statement to the
called for re-evaluation of the Heights stating
that Hackett had
process on the university level. not exceeded the limit.They said
The students are also concerned the gift of paper would not count
about the possibility of as a personal expense, bringing his
disenfranchisement on specific total to $91.57.
issues. However, Gorman
On Tuesday morning, the
expressed confidence in the chairman and two members of the
ability of students and faculty to board came to the Heights office
to confirm the placement of the
resolve important questions.
Most departmental decisions statement in the paper.
With the threat that the
are made on the basis of reports
election
be called off if the
submitted by faculty committees. statementwould
were not included, the
Carovillano pointed out that Heights members present decided
students are already represented the only alternative was to include
on this level except for it.
committees directly concerned
It was later discovered that the
with evaluation of the students threat which had been presented
was made by an individual not
themselves.
Progress towards student representing the entire board.
Finally last week, the board
representation has moved at a
issued
a statement "recomending
slower pace in the math a thorough
reappraisal" of their
department. On Tuesday, a current election expense rules at
Student Negotiation Committee the next general meeting of the
(continued on page 13)

new Congress.
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Directors add $500,000 to Black Talent Program
BY 808 FAUBERT
The Board of Directors has
promised the Black Talent
Program an additional half million
dollars. The Board met last Friday
in the face of a student strike
initiated by the Black Forum. The
directors had not planned to
convene until four o'clock in the
afternoon, but the pending
student upset over the black
students' demands prompted
eleven to sit down in
unprecidented face-to-face
encounter with the Black Forum
and over 500 sympathetic

students, an hour and a quarter

early.
At the confrontation, which
was filmed by Boston television

Banjo Lessons Wanted
call 969-1245
after 6 p.m.

news media, leaders of the black
forum accused the Trustees and
Directors of racist attitudes. Fr.
Joyce denied that the directors
are racist, and said that the
administration had been sincere in
its efforts to cope with the
problems of the black students.
After the Mcguinn Hall open
meeting, the entire Board met
with three representatives of the
Black Forum at the Marriott
Hotel in Norumbega (Newton),
where they were under the
protection of the Hotels' Security
Guard. Heights reporters were
barred from the meeting itself.
During a break in the meeting,
members of the board remarked
that they had heard statements
from the Black Forum's
representatives and had dialogue
with them. At the Friday session,
the directors had not formulated a
statement about the black
student's demands.
Some directors remarked that
the board had not previously been

aware that the situation was so
intense on campus.
The directors did formulate a
statement about the black
student's demands at a Saturday
session. The statement (see text
below) reaffirms
BC's
commitment to the "economic
underpriviledged and high risk
minority student." It agrees to the
black student demand for a 10%
minimum minority student
population "as soon as feasable."
The director's statement also
approved a $125,000 increase in
annual amounts to the sum of half
a million, "despite a recognized
university
deficit," for the
University Committee on Black
Students and Studies.

The demands of the Black Forum

are:

1) a house in Roxbury for the
business and social functions of
the BSF; the BSF presently does
not have an office or meeting
facility;

Ski more for less
at a better place

two vehicles for
2)
transportation
3) a separate black dormitory
on upper campus by September

Board of Directors' statement, in
part:

The director's nowreaffirm the
university's commitment to
continuing and improving the
black talent program. This
program is designed for
economically underprivileged and
educationally high-risk minority
students. The directors support
the university policy of increasing
the number of black students,
faculty, and administrators.
Furthermore, we support the goal
of ten per cent minority students
as soon as this is feasible. We
endorse the administration's
action in creating the university
committee on black students and
studies. This committee has a
responsibility for recommending
in assessing financial need should policy to the executive
an academic program extend vice-president of the university
beyond the normal academic year; concerning the education and
10) elimination of the use of welfare of all black students.
aptitude test scores as a major
The board approves the
factor in determining eligibility administration's commitment to
for admission of minority add $125,000 annually from its
students;
own funds during each of the next
11) assure minority students at two years until an annual
least three years in which to expenditure of $500,000 of
adjust to university environment; university funds for the support
12) supportive services to all of black students has been
minority students to ensure reached.
The board has taken this action
successful college careers,
including tutorial, counseling and despite the university's current
operating deficit.
summer programs.
1970;
4) the BSF holds the university
responsible for all adjustments
and renovations involved in the
above demands;
5) 10% of the class of 1974 be
minority students and that half of
that number be at high risk;
6) appropriations out of your
normal operating budget for the
recruitment and financing of
minority students;
7) 40% of all federal aid
programs for minority students;
8) financial need be the only
factor in determining financial aid
for minority students;
9) a twelve month year

SSA to study curriculum

Ski mid-weekat Waterville Valley for $5.00 a day (special
college rate) compared to $9.00 on week-endsand holiday
periods! No lines, no crowds, the place is yours! And if
you're a hot skier, the four expert trailsserved by the new
Sunnyside chair lift will test your mettle! If you're somewhat less hot, we have another 26 trailsserved by 9 other
lifts to choose from. Runs to 2i/2 miles with a 2020' vertical
drop. Ski the site of the 1969World Cup Finals! 2% hours
north of Boston via Interstate93.

The
Student Sociological
Association (SSA) was recently
formed in response to the needs
of graduate and undergraduate
students in the Sociology
Department, for services and
activities not provided as part of
the curriculum in sociology at
Boston College.
At the first meeting of the
SSA, preliminary plans for a
number of projects were

Swing a Little!

discussed, including organization
of a Guest Speakers' Program on

.

various sociological issues.

There will be a general meeting
the Sociological Student
Association today at 1:30 p.m. in
the third floor lounge of McGuinn
Hall. Reports will be heard from
student representatives on the
departmental research programs.
A discussion of the progress of the
speakers' program committee and
of the social science journal
committee will be followed by an
open forum on problems in the
sociology department.

of

All graduate sociology students
and undergraduate majors are
invited both to attend, and to
become members of the SSA
workingjcommittees.
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Open A Can Of
Wine Tonight!
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS

?

RICHARD HARRIS SEAN C NNERY SAMANTHAE66AR

MA6VIRES
TBS MOLLY
MARTIN
A

RITr PRODUCTION

WMnUBrWALTERBERIISTEIN PRODUCED BY MARTIN RITTAND WALTER BERNSTEIN DIRCXTED BY MARTINRITT
FRANK FINLAY
by benrymancini panavision
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SUNDAY: 1:30 335 5:40 7:45 9:50 P.M.
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That's right. We canned the
grape. Rose, Burgundy and
Chablis in Party. Tyme's
unique flavor-gard* aluminum cans.
Just pop top and pour. All
aluminum can chills quickly and holds 8 ozs.?just
right for two glasses. But
most of all, we used the
most luscious California
wine grapes grown because
in Party Tyme Wine, taste
is where it's at.
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NOW AT YOUR LOCAL SUPERMARKET,
PACKAGE OR WINE STORE.
party iyme products. NY., n.y.. ale

12.5% BY vol.

* Trademark
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EUROPE'7O
THE BEAUTIFUL
NDN-TDUR
LEISURELY VISIT

6 EUROPEAN
CENTERS. 1/2 DAY
SIGHTSEEING
WHENYDU
ARRIVE. BRITISH
ESCORTS HELP
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Commentary:

Bring back Haynesworth!
BY BOB RUFF
Some time has passed since the
55-45 Senate rejection last year of
Judge Clement Haynworth. Since
then the Attourney General,
supposedly working in concert
with the President, has plucked
from the great American South
one G. Harrold Carswell of
Tallahassee, Florida. The
Administration was specifically
looking for four qualitiesin a man
such as Carswell: 1) he must be
selected from whatever Senator
Strom Thurmond vaguely defines
as THE SOUTH, 2) he must be a
"strict constructionist," 3) his
record must be free of any
conflict of interest charge which
crucified Haynsworth on the
Senate floor, and 4) he must be,
as Nixon has repeatedly promised,
"extremely qualified."
Politically

speaking,

the

President has chosen well in
reference to the first three points.

Certainly Carswell is Southern, he
is a strict constructionist in the
sense that Nixon can expect him
to vow for consolidation of the
Warren Court reforms, and the
judge is from all appearances free
from conflict of interest charges.
But from the final of the four
points we can only assume that it
is one of the President's vague
fantasies of idealism which allows
him to consider Harrold Carswell
"extremely qualified." By
assuming such a thing he places
himself in the company of a very
silent minority who share those
same feelings. In a word, Carswell
reeks of mediocrity.

made for a list of his legal articles.
He replied that there were none.
Perhaps the judge finds his legal
opinions too short and
down-to-earth to be expressed in
any of the various law journals in
the country. Perhaps an
alternative outlet for his judicial
views might have included the
now defunct local segregationalist
newspaper he edited some years
ago. It was the same paper which
ran the following quote during his
1948 campaign for the Georgia
legislature as the lead story on the
front page, "... I yield to no
man, as a fellow candidate or as a
fellow citizen, in the firm vigorous
belief in the principles of White
supremacy, and I shall always be
so governed."
In all fairness to Judge Carswell
it-is quite possible that such views
held some twenty years ago may
be attributed to youthful idealism
(?) and campaign pressures.
Certainly men do change. But has
Carswell? As a judge of the U.S.
District Court for Northern
Flo.rida Carswell repeatedly
harassed in person or through the
local police various efforts by
young civil rights lawyers to
defend their black clients. He has
seen
decisions regarding
segregation of private facilities
and public schools constantly
overturned by the Fifth Circuit
Court of Appeals and the
Supreme Court. In 1955 he
assumed the directorship of a
private club in Tallahassee,
allegedly in order to bar blacks
from the city golf course. This is
the type of thing that U.S. judges,
let alone those of the Supreme
Court, are just not expected to
do.

But come Monday, February
the Senate Judiciary
Committee is expected to end
debate, vote favorably on Carswell
by a 2-1 margin, and pass the final
decision out to the Senate floor.
The Senate may indeed register as
many as 30 to 40 votes against the
nomination. This would leave the
vote short of the Haynsworth
tally by about 17?or the same
number of Republicans that
turned against the President on
Haynsworth last year. How ironic
it must appear to those 17
Republicans that the man they
rejected last year, in retrospective,
seems preferable in comparison to
the one they will support this
year.
A nomination to the Supreme
Court, when carried to ridiculous
extremes, becomes basically a
patience game between President
and Senate. The Senate,
unfortunately, appears to have a
patience span of exactly one
nominee. The second'time around
the nominee will be favorably
acted upon, the President will win
his game, and the nation, as usual,
will lose.
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New payscale for aid work:
no immediate job cuts
BY CHRIS STONE
provides for increases in the
The Office of Student minimum wage in accord with the
Financial Aid has announced a national minimum wage
new graduated pay scale which requirement.
According to Roger Keith,
began last month. The new
program, originally conceived a present director of the
year ago by Joseph McCarthy, Work-Study Program, this plan is
formerly in charge of the in no way an attempt to compete
Work-Study Program, and John with off-campus jobs as the
Financial Aid Office is limited by
Madigan, Director of Financial
Aid, sets up a standard in pay the resources of the university.
rates which previously did not However, the graduated pay scale
is an incentive to keep students on
exist.
Student jobs are now divided their jobs throughout their college
into four classes depending upon years. Mr. Keith also believes that
the skill involved in the job. because the new plan standardizes
Students will be paid according to pay rates, different compensations
the classification of the job, their for similar jobs within the
experience, and their class year. university will be eliminated.
For example, a typing job (Class
When asked about the present
C), a freshman starts at $1.75 per financial situation of the
hour, whereas a senior with merit Work-Study Program, Keith said
and experience can be paid $1.95
that although at this time no more
authorizations will be issued,
per hour for the same job.
Previously, the minimum those students presently
hourly pay rate for the employed will be accomodated
Work-Study Program had been during the spring semester.
fixed at $1.40 per hour for
Keith mentioned that he did
undergraduates and $1.60 per not see that the requested 3%
hour for graduates, with no cutback in all the financial areas
specific standard for increasing of the university would at present
salaries. The new standard affect the Work-Study Program.

Foreign student office helps
students with housing, alienation

BY JACK LYONS
family program run in
The foreign student office at cooperation with the FSO. Under
Boston College takes care of the this program an American family
needs of the 190 foreign students takes a special interest in the
enrolled here. The office staffed foreign student from his arrival at
by Miss Meredith Gleklen, foreign the airport. They provide him
Recently, during Justice
student adviser, two secretaries, with lodging for a short period
Department investigations of
and two studnet assistants, while he searches for a his own
Judge Carswell a request was
facilitates the foreign student place to stay. Also, they take him
enrollment at BC by helping the to various activities in the
prospective student in the areas of community and try to explain
registration, immigration, housing American customs and social
practices.
and cultural adjustment.
Most of the foreign students
The FSO tries to help students
are enrolled as graduate students
BY LEN LAZARICK
Today's BC student as a in the college of Arts and in a search for housing. Miss
The first in a series of special product of affluence and a Sciences. But there are foreign Gleklen has written a handbook
seminars for BC alumni was held searcher for his own individuality students in every college of the on housing for foreign students.
in McGuinn Auditorium last week was the way Rev. Edward J. university, both on the graduate In it are explained procedures of
in an effort to inform alumni Hanrahan, S.J., dean of students, and undergraduate level. The house hunting, the tenants' legal
about the present state of BC. analyzed the present student male/female ratio is rights, what to do in case of
discrimination, and other such
body. UGBC President Joe approximately5 to 3.
Close to 200 alumni attended.
in
his
talk
on
Fitzpatrick,
Miss Gleklen, commented that matters.
The meeting was chaired by
"Student Life," strengthened foreign students face a myriad of
Foreign students also suffer
Robert Quinn ('52), the these remarks by zeroing in on the
when
come
to
from
a lack of administrative
problems
they
the
Massachusetts Attorney General, problems of technocracy and the
in the areas of housing
must
learn
concern
university.
They
to
who began the seminar by noting
environment as they were adapt themselves to a strange, and health care.Miss Gleklen said
many of the obvious changes at affecting
the lives of the BC faster paced culture, to speak a
that she hoped in the future the
BC over the past few years,
students.
language
housing
new
and
find
for
administration
would try to
particularly philosophy and
Fitzpatrick viewed the meeting themselves in the crowded Boston alleviate these difficultires for
all
theology. He described the
as an attempt to calm "alumni area.
graduate students, American as
purpose of the meeting as an
unrest," and it was also rumored
The FSO aids them in their well as foreign.
attempt at "communication"
that the meetings are part of a last cultural adaptation by a host
Miss Gleklen commented that
between alumni
the
by BC to stop the tide
ditch
effort
university.
of dwindling alumni giving.
Dr. John L. Mahoney,
After all the talks had been
chairman of the English given, questions were asked from
Department, followed with a the floor. Many of the older
financial aids officer and one for
short presentation on "Boston alumni expressed concern about (continued from page' 3)
College Today," in which he laid BC's students. Some asked for Concerning the ten per-cent admissions."
Lewis at the Lyons rally
stress on the need for alumni to tighter controls, and Fitzpatrick enrollment demand, Lewis asked,
contended that the University has
get away from the illusions they received some criticism. However, "Don't you think that there are
have about BC based on fond the reaction to the seminar as a capable black students who could the money to enroll ten per-cent
minority students. All the college
memories. Mahoney urged them whole seemed to be rather go through the regular BC
all to recognize the new dynamics favorable, and Dr. Mahoney felt it enrollment and make it like has to do is "write it off!"
In an interview after the rally,
of the university, and not to long had been a "very successful" anybody else ..." and answered,
"There are many; BC doesn't Lewis elaborated upon what the
attempt at communication.
for the good old days.
enroll them."
rally was trying to accomplish. He
In Shea's February 12 letter to said it was "to bring about
Lewis, Shea says, "Boston College support to get the Black Talent
is anxious to impelment the ideal Program enough funds to operate
of ten per-cent minority student efficiently."
will be subject to the new 4%
enrollment as soon as this is
Director Phillips said outside
Contrary to the article on pg. 1
tax on revenue of non-profit
important factor is
feasible.
The
the
doors of McGuinn Auditorium
of The Heights Feb. 3, neither
foundations, according to Fr.
the dollar limitation .One final that the days proceedings were
Boston College, nor any other
Drinan Dean of the Law
matter: The University is already
"to get the University to give a
private college or university,
School.
in the process of recruiting a black crystal clear translation of its, up

Alumni

meet at

McGuinn

though the students have trouble
in adjusting to a different
educational system and finding a
place to stay, these are not the
main problems. The major

difficulty is a psychological one.
Often the foreign student feels
very alienated. He even imagines
that the more brusque Americans
are hostile. Greek and Spanish
students both said that this was
one of their first impressions.
However, they noted that as they
had a chance to develop
friendships with Americans on a
more intimate basis, this
generalization faded from their

minds.
Miss Gleklen hopes to promote

more understanding and
friendship between American and
Foreign students through a new
international student lounge. This
lounge will give both types of
students a chance to meet in an
informal atmosphere and establish
relationships which are more than
superficial. This lounge will be
opened starting Feb. 28 in the old
Graduate student lounge, second
floor McElroy, off the Eagles
Nest.

Strike three

Correction

.

to now, vague commitment to the
black students at Boston College."
Fr. Joyce at an interview
Monday said, "I think we are
sincere in trying to develop an
atmosphere which will be
constructive for black students in
which they will feel appropriately
at ease. I'm not sure that we have
been conspicuously successfuly in
this. I'm not sure any institution
has. This program after all was
again only a year and a half old
and I don't mean to be critical of
my predecessor if I say that it was
begun rather abruptly, the
important thing was that it was
begun and I think all of us
(continued on page 13)
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ELECTIONS

(continued from page 1)
announced a theme of
"partnership." Under this label,
he suggests the undergraduate
presidents of the twenty-eight
Jesuit Universities in the country
establish communications to
consider outside state aid for their
control. He also calls for
partnership with the BC alumni
by sponsoring seminars.
In the Congressional elections,
thirty-two students were elected
who will also take office on March
1.
In an interview with Tony
Cuozzo (Ed '72), a newly elected
congressman, he said "Congress
will certainly be greatly changed,
and a more responsible organ of
government for the students." In
addition,"l think the changes the
students have desired for so long
will finally be accomplished."
The election returns for
President, Vice President, and
Congress by school are as follows,
with * indicating the winners:

Tt\

MATH & PHYSICS

(continued from page 10)
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of math majors presented
proposals calling for a vote at
department meetings and
representation on faculty
committees. According to
Department Chairman Gerald
Bilodeau, the proposals were
"deliberately vague to allow for a
broad area of acceptance."
Bilodeau emphasized that the
faculty has-not yet come to any

.

BLACKS ON STRIKE

(continued from page 12)
recognize that we were rather
slow in starting it
."
On Friday, the thirteenth,
there was another open forum
attended by a capacity crowd in

McGuinn

at

to

UAS

(continued from page 1)
Chairman Mike Ryan said that the
UCB structure was soon to come
under scrutiny.
Prof. Albert Hanwell then read
the report of the Faculty Welfare
Committee,

?\u25a0

10:00 A.M.

explain the black position and
disclose the plans for the day.
At 10:15 there was a meeting
at Botolph House, among those
present were: Mr. A. Robert
Phillips, F.X. Shea, S.J., Professor
Howe, Chairman of the
Committee on Black Students and
Studies, Miss Ann Flynn, director
of Housing, Mr. Arthur Doyle,
Director of Admissions and Dr.
James Mclntyre, vice-president
for student affairs. Nothing
definite was settled concerning
any Black demand.
During the meeting about
seventy-five students, black and
white, continually circled the
house carrying signs supporting
the black demands and singing
"Power to the People", and
yellingretorts.
At 11:00 A.M. a minor sit-in at
Botolph House occurred. Five
students entered the house
demanding that fifty percent of
the Board of Directors be present
at the two-thirty McGuinn
meeting. They remained in the
foyer of the house until 1:30
P.M., at which time they left
saying that the demands must be
met.
The Black Student Forum met
with 11 of the 25 members of the

which

began

by

proposing a definition of its scope
and purpose. At this point, the
students in the audience retorted
loudly that such matters were
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._?
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290
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decision regarding the students'

vote at department meetings.

Negotiation Committee, predicted
that the department will accept
four undergraduate and two
graduate student-representatives
on a status equivalent to that of
junior faculty members. He
pointed out that since the math
faculty members number
approximately 25, students would
then control about 25% of the

Gaffney said student
representation will "bring the
students closer to the faculty" by
giving it "more information
how students feel."
Important issues presently
under consideration in the math
department include re-evaluation
of core-curriculum requirements
for math majors and the direction
in which the department will
expand in the near future.

requests. However, Terrence
Gaffney, a member of the

Board of Directors according to
Shea in a capacity filled McGuinn
auditorium at two-thirty. At this
meeting, for which loud speakers
were placed outside the doors of
the auditorium for those unable
to fit into the meeting, Lewis said,
"Racism does exist at BC
.A good example of this is
the Shamrock strike leaflet
making fun of just what we're
trying to do .Students like this
show you, in writing, that racism
does exist here and it is the fault
of the administration for not
dealing with it."

. .

The

Shamrock leaflet is
of mock, white, Irish

composed

Catholic demands corresponding
to the black demands.

Lewis

said

in

McGuinn,

might means right and white is
might. The tables have turned, for
the almighty dollar has thrown
Christ out of the temple!"
He also told the board
members that it's up to them
whether or not they "Swim with
the life waters of reality or drown
in a sea of rhetoric."
Black demands and
administrative reactions were
again reiterated. Fr. Joyce then
asked Howe and director Phillips
to attend the Board meeting.
Phillips refused to go without
his "constituents." Howe then
suggested that Lewis also be
allowed to go. This was agreed
upon.

Joe

Brennan,

one

board

member who chose to speak, a
teacher at Columbia University,
born and raised in Roxbury, said,
we do comprehend the "I am in completesympathy with
black-white social issue involved. the spirit of the demands of the
Poor white people have problems black students who believe it is
just as we do, just as any ethnic the duty of white students .to
group tries to help its own, so do go more than 50 per-cent."
the blacks."
After the meeting a question
Fr. Joyce said the purpose of and answer period followed. One
this McGuinn meeting with the white student in the audience
directors was "to meet with commented, "Outside of the
members of the Black Forum and activity in Roberts Center and
to have the opportunity of McHugh Forum, this is the only
hearing directly from them (black thing which has ever aroused any
students) what it is they wish to interest from BC students." After
the McGuinn meeting broke up,
communicate to the board."
The person who was best the Board of Directors with
received by the packed audience Phillips, Howe and Lewis held its
was black student speaker, Bob regularly scheduled meeting at the
Phillips, who said, "Today we are Marriott Motor Hotel. (see article
living in a superficial Utopia where page 11).

"Requests and demands of the
Black Forum are not racially
motivated in any way, however

.

irrelevant in light of the housing

crisis. They were quieted under
the threat from the chair to go
into executive session.
A resolution was later passed,
after lengthy discussion, to create
an Environmenta. Center (BCEC)
at BC "to apply scientific
knowledge and methods to solve
basic research problems" in the
areas of ecology, earth and space
research. The debate over the

measure

.

centered around the
ability of BCEC to become
self-sustaining in a time of
tightening financial resources.
In other action, the Senate
received information on the
interim report of the University
Committee on Liberal Education
(UNCLE), the academic calendar
report and the anticipated grading
report?all in the final stages of
completion.
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Locker rumors

Cornell

Who's Number One in NE?
BY JIMMY SARNI
Probably the most controversial topic in New England sports currently
England sports currently is" who's the number one basketball team.
Holy Cross has been riding the polls but they were recently upset by
UMass. URI, the second ranked team, was beaten by BC who also
handled UMass. Right now you can throw a blanket over these four
team's and add UConn and Providence, a team that has beaten both St.
John's and Villanova. * * * The RPI incident was regrettable but not
too unpredictable. The whole heritage of that fanatic hockey school is
an ugly mess. With Ned Harkness as their young coach they won the
national championship with seven players. Their tactics were bush but
they worked. For instance they would turn up the heat and melt their
home ice during a game to provide their undermanned team a breathing
spell. For variety they would cut the power and the team would get a
needed rest while someone searched for the lights switch. Another
extraordinary incident of the 50's, although utterly unbelievable, which
people say actually happened was the RPI fans grabbing an enemy
defenseman who skated up against the boards, and pulling him up off
the ice to pass him up to the top row of the stands then dropping him
off the back. More recently, in fact the last time BC visited Troy, their
fans spat down and threw objects at the Eagles as they passed from the
bench to the locker room. Don't be surprised if BC severs relations with
the Engineers. Harvard did last year after the RPI players went up into
the stands to engage in brawls with the Crimson fans. * * * I miss
listening to Dom Valentino doing the BC broadcasts. Now the voice of
Bob Cousy's Cincinnati Royals, Valentino is a classy announcer who
truly captures the excitement and drama of athletic competition.
Listening to new voice Bob Rossi recount the BC-Fordham contest I'll
say one thing: he and "color" (red usually) man Bill Coleman
compliment each other beautifully. * * * The word from Perm State
and Texas is that they are having second thoughts on their 11th game
match. If the game does not go off, ABC may save the Nittany Lions
for another television appearance possibly versus BC in
October. * * * Although there probably is no such list, BC basketball
coach Chuck Daly must rate as one of the ten best-dressed college
coaches. * * * Fran Rosa, morning Globe columnist, has suggested his
own basketball Beanpot which would include the same schools that
compete for the hockey prize. I still believe that BC, PC, HC, and
Harvard would produce a better tournament.

(continued from page 16)
Sheehy setting up Tommy Mellor
in front of the net. Mellor and
Ahearn made several between
them completely faking out
Cropper, as Mellor finished off the
play. Cornell had scored only 41
seconds before on Bertrand's
marker, then they clinched it 53
seconds later on Ryan's goal.

This week end the Eagles go on
their Northern New York road
trip to St. Lawrence, who they
lost to 7-6 in New York City, and
Clarkson, a conqueror of national
champ Denver in back-to-back
engagements.

heightsports
Photo by George Rizer
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It's easy to tell a Paulist. Just
talk with him.
The first thing you notice is
that he's contemporary. He
lives today, but plans tomorrow
with the experience and knowledge of yesterday. That's a
Paulist characteristic: the ability to move with the times and
to meet the challenges of each
era.
A Paulist is also the mediator
of his age: he tries to bring together the extremes in today's
world and the Church, the liberals and the moderates, the
eternal and the temporal.
Next, he is very much an individual. It sets him apart immediately. He has his own particular talents and abilities and
he is given freedom to use them.
If you are interested in finding
out more about the Paulist difference in the priesthood, ask
for our brochure and a copy of
our recent Renewal Chapter
Guidelines.
Write to:
?

Vocation Director

cpaulist t

Room 300
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

Tuesday, February 17, 1970
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Eagles crush URI 96-79,
Seton Hall pulls upset 83-71
BY DENNIS KWASNIK

The Eagle defense was superb, hand, connected 47% if the time.
Last week, the BC basketball forcing 24 turnovers which visibly
Midway through the first half
team was alternately very good rattled the opposition. Even with the Pirates hit for nine points in a
and very bad in its two home John Fultz, URl's top shooter, row to break a 15-15 tic. BC never
contests. On Wednesday night the netting 28, the visitors were never as much as tied the game again
Eagles routed the Rhode Island in the game once BC pulled ahead though they narrowed the gap to
Rams 96-79, then bowed to Seton late in the first half. Offensively, one point with about ten minutes
all five Eagle starters hit in double remaining.
Hall on Valentine's Day, 83-71.
Against URI, the Eagles played figures; Costello and Sollenne
Shortly after the second half
perhaps their best basketball of with 14 apiece and Fitzgerald began Seton Hall opened up a
the season. With Jimmy O'Brien with ten points. "Fitzy" also 47-33 lead before the Eagle
and Tom Veronneau leading the grabbed eleven rebounds.
defense began to jell and the
After Wednesday's Maroon's shots started going in.
way, BC cleared the bench on the
way to its highest point total of performance, the Valentine's Day For the next 3:40, the visitors
the season. Though Rhode Island crowd was understandably managed only two points as BC
lost one of its stars, Claude disappointed with the loss to closed to 49-47 (with twelve
English, to an injury after only Seton Hall. The defeat can be points coming in a row).
five minutes had elapsed, it is blamed on the miserable shooting
Then the BC defense seemed to
difficult to imagine anyone being of the home team. In the first half fold as SHU's Mcl Knight, Frank
able to turn the Eagle tide that BC connected on only eight of 47 Cortes and Ken House led a 20-7
field goal attempts for 17% and surge that put the game out of
night.
Jimmy O'Brien, with half a finished the day hitting only 28% reach. Knight's ten assists hurt
dozen steals, 14 assists and 22 from the floor. SHU, on the other more than his 21 points as he
managed to find House for several
points, showed how the game
should be played. The extended
Lacrosse manager
easy layups. House finished with
21 points (14 in the second half)
standing ovation he received upon
sought.
leaving the game was a fitting
and Cortes had 20 for Seton Hall.
Contact Steve Malloy
tribute to his performance that
O'Brien led the Eagles with 21
or
night.
points. Pete Sollenne was next
Wes Wallace
Tom Veronneau, top scorer
with 16. The loss puts the Eagle's
323 Tremont St.
record at 9-11, shattering what
with 24 points, hit on all nine of
332-2191
slim hopes tehre were for an NIT
his field goal attempts, They
came on tap-ins and following
berth.
The Heights has no windows
Respectability is within reach
long passes from "Obie" and Pete
The Heights has one door
The
BC
though and victories over
Sollene.
captain also
grabbed 15 rebounds before
Georgetown, Holy Cross and St.
Join the Sports staff
leaving the game with a minor
It's easy to score
John's would go a long way
injury eight minutes before the
toward assuaging both players and
(obviously we need help.)
fans.
finish.
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Wrestlers pinned by Rhode Island 31?11
The Eagle wrestling team
dropped a 31-11 decision to the
University of Rhode Island
Saturday afternoon at Kingston,
after three winning performances
in lower weight classes', by Tomy
Maccarini, Larry McDade, and
John Lally.
A forfeit in the 118 pound
class placed BC five points back at
the outset. McDade brought in
the first three visitor points with a
6-2 victory in the 126 pound
bout. The senior co-captain from
Needham remained undefeated on
the season with nine straight
victories.

Maccarini kept pace with
McDade to secure his ninth

consecutive triumph on a pin at
3:36 in the 134 pound match. In
putting the Eagles ahead 8-5,
Maccarini, also a senior co-captain
racked up his fifth pin of the
campaign to lead the team in that
department.
142 pound John Lally
recorded the Eagle's third and last
individual victory in the match by
a 6-1 decision. The 11-5 bulge at
that point was the biggest BC lead
of the battle as in the following
bout Lou Milkowski was pinned

Fogarty

Frosh Foiled
Upon opening a recent issue of the New England Intercollegiate
Wrestling Association newsletter, BC coach Jim Maloney was somewhat
perplexed to find the Eagles' record listed as 3-1. After consecutive
opening victories over Holy Cross, UConn, Boston State, and Brandeis,
even using the new math, Maloney couldn.t equalize a faultless 4-0 slate
with the blemished 3-1 mark printed in the newsletter.
Before calling NEIWA offices to investigate the possibility of a
misprint, the BC grappling coach contacted Athletic Director Bill
Flynn to check his figures. Flynn confirmed Maloney's addition ability,'
but explained the discrepancy by informing Maloney that contrary to
the coach's understanding of the 21-14 score against UConn, BC had
lost the match 18-23.
Apparently UConn had called Flynn after the match to declare
themselves the winners. They claimed that BC had employed freshmen
in the varsity contest and therefore forfeited each of those weight
classes in which frosh participated tipping the team scales in favor of
the Huskies.
Maloney responded by stating that the NCAA had made rookies
eligible for varsity competition in minor sports as of the present season.
But Flynn went one better and informed the coach that in the match
contests between Yankee Conference opponents and MIT, he had
agreed that freshmen would not participate on a varsity level.
Some unexplained confusion had resulted in the ignorance of Coach
Maloney and team members concerning the contract. Flynn claimed he
thought the terms of the contract were known to Maloney.
Apparently the communications gap is not restricted to
inter-generationobstacles only.
The question of freshman eligibility is still being tossed around by
collegiate administrations. Even the ECAC discourages freshmen
holding slots on varsity squads since it limits the participation of upper
classmen athletes who would otherwise participate.
It seems obvious, however, that the Yankee Conference wrestling
authorities are following ECAC advise not due to any reverence for
authority, but for their own individual advantage. The twelve-match
Eagle schedule includes three Yankee Conference opponents: UConn,
UMass, and URI; and all provide some of the best competition during
the campaign and know it.

at 3:56 and the Rams were only
one point down.
A 7-4 win in the 158 pound
slot pushed URI into the lead
13-11. Two pins and a forfeit
BC is in the awkward position of having an undermanned team on
added 15 points to the Rams' which the addition of freshmen would be a significant boost. Last
total in the 167, 177, and 190 Saturday at URI, the Eagles had to forfeit a total of 15 points from
pound classes. Heavyweight Chris
each
Baker was defeated 7-2 in the their weight classes because they lack upper-class competitors. In
highly
capable
grapplers
of
frosh
categories,
a number
final matchup to drop the Eagles' of these
last three points.
including Al Camelio at 118, Rick Boova in the 158 pound slot, and
BC has three matches Frank Genovese at 177. But since they cannot wrestle varsity, the
remaining
before the New Eagles are three pins behind from the start.
England Championships on March
'6 and 7. The next scheduled
There are not enough Maroon frosh to merit a complete team status,
match will take place Friday at
but they would certainly bolster the varsity contingent. Meanwhile, the
Boston University at 7:30 p.m.

then Yankee Conference schools who have both full freshmen and
varsity rosters have crippled BC and other similar schools by their
oligopolistic coercion.
It would be possible for BC to choose from a host of other schools:
Central Connecticut, Bowdoin, Worcester Polytech, Williams, Wesleyan,
indoor dash and won that along and Emerson as substitutes for the Yanks on schedule. But with the
with the 600. Kevin Morrison, exception of Central Connecticut all would be a step backward for BC.
who carries on a friendly rivalry
Without having battled top notch New England competition, individual
with Dan Burke in the hurdles,
Eagle
stars would be rated lower at the New Englands in March. The
decided that this was his day and
just
edge
strong
came on
to
out lower one is rated in the pre-tourney parings, the more difficult it
the usual winner. Charly Knowles becomes to reach the finals.
again took the high jump, this
time going 63", Probably the
It must be noted that wrestling has only one example of the
finest individual performance of situation. The interschool contracts apply to all minor sports. Here at
the meet was Harry Krause
BC minor sports have been struggling to keep their heads above water
throwing the weight 61*3 1/2", a
non-frosh clause. Freshmen
personal high that will stand him without additional legal burdens such as the
surely-needed depth to
would
add
varsity
participation
on
the
level
in good stead at the NCAA
championships next month in nearly every minor sport at the Heights.

High jumpers excel as BC takes
Tri?meet over Brown, Holy Cross
BY DENNIS BERRY
The indoor track team put in
its most successful stretch of the
season so far last week with

victories over Brown and Holy
Cross in a triangular meet last
Tuesday, and an easy win over
Tufts last Saturday.
In the meet, held each year,
against Brown and Holy Cross the
final score was B.C. 48, Brown 43,
and Holy Cross 35. Holy Cross, a
team with some individual stars
but lacking the needed depth,
proved little problem and was
never in the picture as the overall
meet winner. A tough Brown
team proved a much greater
problem however and the Eagle
victory was not assured until the
next to last event, a victory in the
one mile relay. The event which
really won the meet for B.C. was
the high jump where a 1-2-3 finish
by Charly Knowles, Charly Barr,
and Larry Burroughs picked up
ten quick points to one for Brown
and none for the Crusaders.
The Meet would have been a

bigger victory for B.C. except for
the, cancellation of the 351b
throw, which was to have been
held outside, due to the weather,
a sweep of that event had been
predicted and would have served
to make the eventual victory a
little easier. Adding to this was a
rule technicality which gave Harry
Krause a second in the shot put
instead of a first when he
unwittingly ok'd an incorrect
measurement. B.C.'s weight squad
of Krause, Tom Nuara and Dale
Casey, is a formidable unit which
knows no peers in New England
and picks up vitle points at the
beginning of every meet.
Saturday the team journeyed
to Medford to meet a rather weak
Tufts squad. The score of 80 to
20 was racked up even with a few
punches palled. The assured
victory however gave some of the
boys a chance to try events other
than what they normally handle.
Jack lies as usual won the mile
and also picked up a victory in the
1000, Ken Ryan ran his first

Detroit.
The frosh team led by double
winners Jack McDonald (1000
and Mile), and Frank McQuade
(weight and shot), tied their end
of the meet with a score of 50-50.
McQuade set a new frosh record
in the weight getting it out 51 '5",
This puts him comparably ahead
of such great weight throwers as
John Fiore, Jim Kavanaugh, and
Harry Krause, and assures B.C.'s
continued domination of the
weight events.

The current situation is decidedly prejudiced against privately
supported colleges, the massive funded state universities can most easily
maintain well-stocked freshmen and varsity squads than privately
endowed schools UMass is now doling out wrestling scholarships as fast
as BC gives basketball grants. BC has never given out a wrestling
scholarship.
The minor sport dilemma has that familiar ring of the rich getting
richer and the poor being grounded further in the dust. The long run
results of these contracts which the mammoth schools face upon
opponents jan only lead to the elimination of equitable competition
from the New England minor sports scene.
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Eagles under iron; Georgetown (15-4) tonight
Duquesne, Holy Cross, St. John's complete stretch run
BY JIM SARNI
setbacks were to St. John's, figures all season. Paul Favorite,
Fordham,
Florida State, and the tallest of the Hoyas, has made
Tonight at Roberts Center, the
substantial progress as the team's
Eagles face Georgetown Maryland.
Magee has molded a team center during his Varsity career.
University as they close out their
Georgetown would eagerly like
schedule with four Eastern, schooled in the BC tradition of
tournament-quality teams. fast-breaking offense and to beat the Eagles tonight. In
Sunday, BC travels to Pittsburgh aggressive man-to-man defense. three previous tries under Coach
to meet Duquesne and the The Hoyas are tall and quick. Magee the big one has slipped by:
Adrion, who as a 103-91; 103-79;72-66. Last year's
following Saturday afternoon Chuck
led the team in both contest was settled in overtime
sophomore
finds them in Worcester for the
Holy Cross game before returning scoring and rebounding, is a prime after Jim Downey tied it at the
to Roberts to face St. John's in threat. Don Wever, the sB" junior buzzer. It's certain that the Hoyas
play maker, guides the offense and remember that game well and will
the season's finale.
Georgetown, under the will contribute a bulk of the be out for vengeance.
After tonight's contest, the
direction of former BC assistant points and assists. Art White and
Mike
a
talented
three games are also
Laughna,
pair
remaining
a
of
Magee,
Jack
has 15-4 mark and
appears as an obvious NIT invitee. sophomores, have been in double going to be difficult. Duquesne
Magee outstanding guard and high
scorer for the 1958-59 Eagles,
guided that team into the NCAA
playoffs "for the first time in BC
history. He later coached the BC
freshmen in 1962 before moving
up to the varsity as Bob Cousy's
assistant in 1963. In 1966, he left
for Georgetown when the head
coaching job became available.
This, his fourth team, is the
best he has turned out for the
Hoyas. Georgetown has beaten
Perm State (86-71), Holy Cross
(76-75), and Seton Hall (88-80),
all which have defeated the Eagles
on their home floor. The Hoyas
have also toppled St. Joe's (89-80)
and Columbia (72-68) in route to
their victorious season. The only
Chuck Adrion
Don Weber

(13-5) has played great ball lately
Revenge will also be a prime
and were rated the 16th best team motive in the St. John's game on
in January. They beat Holy Cross March 3. BC and St. John's have
in Worcester for their initial home
an incredible rivalry over the
defeat. The Dukes are very tough had
last few years but the Redmen
at home (all 5 losses have been
incured on the road) and also have have one the last three. Two years
a score to settle with the Eagles ago, at Roberts, the Eagles and
for the one-sided victories, virtual Redmen played the finest college
humiliations, during the last three basketball game ever witnessed in
years.
Boston, an overtime 91-90
The Holy Cross rematch on
thriller. Colorful coach Lou
February 28, may well decide the
Carnesecca will be making his
New England championship.
Before a regional TV audience, final BC appearance as he heads
the Eagles will attempt to avenge for the ABA next season and
the January 28 Cross victory.
anything is likely to happen.

TONIGHT'S PROBABLE STARTING LINEUPS
Georgetown (15?4)

sB" Don Weber (Jr)
s'll"MikeLaska(Sr)
6'B" Paul Favorite (Sr)
66" Chuck Adrion (Sr)
65" Art White (So)
or 66" Mike Laughna (So)

Boston College (9-11)
G
G

£

P

-

Jimmy O'Brien (Jr) 6'l"
Peter Sollene (Sr) 63"
Tom Veronneau (Sr) 65"
Frank Fitzgerald (Jr) 67"
Yin Costello (Jr) 65"

Ryan

BC seeks sure seed

Cornell's 5-3 victory over the Eagles Saturday night was BC's fourth
loss of the season, and it will leave them behind Cornell, Clarkson and
BU in the ECAC standings. This weekend BC faces Clarkson and St.
Lawrence up north and at this point it looks like it will be a task for the
Eagles to stay in the top four through the end of the season.
But BC was in the game all the way against the Big Red and that fact
alone
should give Eagles' chances in the ECAC tourney a boost. Its
goal, 40-36 lor Cornell, reflect the the decider. Pettit was credited
BY MARK MCCREADY
going
to be harder for any team to win the tournament this year
It was the big game in the East, relative evenness of the contest.
with the equalizer when his soft
Saturday, with the number one
The anticipated duel between flip shot from the red line was lost because there are so many teams capable of beating one of the
and two ranked hockey school in Sheehy and Hughes was virtually a by Barton in the crowd, then favorites. With teams like St. Lawrence and Harvard in the bottom half
the ECAC, Cornell and BC, no-contest affair since Hughes was dipped on him and went over his of
the seedings (places five through eight), any team that gets into the
playing head to head. It was also recovering from the flu and did
head into the net. Garth Ryan, a championship round will have earned a shot at the crown?and playing
as an individual not see much action. Sheehy, third liner, displayed some second
confrontation between Tim meanwhile, played one of his effort as he took several pokes at Cornell at the Garden, where the last two rounds of the tourney are
Sheehy and the Big Red's center better games even though it does the puck which Barton had played, is not the same as playing them at Ithica.
John Hughes.
not show up in the scorebook.
covered, and finally jammed it
Playing BC at the Garden is something the Eagles have done
BC held leads of 1-0 and 2-1 on home.
Sheehy won the battle, but BC
before. I don't see why there had to be recriminations for last week's
lost the war 5-3 in Lynah goals by Paul Schilling and Ahearn
The Big Red defense led by
with all respect to Jim Barton, I don't thik it was just a case of
Memorial Rink before 5000SRO in the first two periods. Schilling's Dan Lodboa and Ron Simpson loss and
the things respectable. A great many people played well,
keeping
him
hockey maniacs, marking the score came off a 20 foot wrist did an effective job of clogging up
from BC as well as BU?a big factor is that BU has more depth, more
hockey players to draw from. They can afford to move Mike Hyndman
to defense, where they sacrifice some of his talent?he's a far better
forward than defenseman-for a greater utilization of his ability to lead
the team, because they have so many sophomores who've been able to
move in up front. BC does not have the same pool of players as the
Terriers, whose freshman team last week lost for the first time in two
years.
But the only real story about the Beanpot was the score. The Eagles
nearly won it, and need make no apology for the loss. The first BU
game was the only time this year that BC was outdistanced; the other
three losses are by a total of four goals. The Eagleshave slipped a little
in the standings but when the ECAC Tourney opens they'll have a
chance to turn things around-and their play thus far, including Cornell,
indicates that they can do it.
Providence comes in on Wednesday night and the Friars have had a
surprisingly good season, especially since they lost Rich Pumple, their
best player last year. Pumple, a junior, broke his leg early this season.
COME A CROPPER. Kevin Ahearn finishes off play with Scott Godfrey for a goal. Photo by George Rizer.
You'll recall the Eagles opened the season in Providence and were
forced
into overtime to come up with a 5-4 victory. They're still in
eleventh consecutive time Cornell shot along the right boards, just the middle in front of goalieBrian
has whipped the Maroon and Gold
59 seconds after the game started. Cropper, plus blocking numerous contention for an ECAC post-season berth: Harvard, Brown, St.
since the series began.
Ahearn's tally was a defelction of shots one of which resulted in a Lawrence, Colgate, UNH, and Providence are struggling for the last four
The Red's Kevin Pettit netted Scott Godfrey's drive from the goal. Simpson got in front of a positions. I'd be surprised if the Friars make it.
three goals to pace Cornell's slot that hit his skate and found John Sullivan blast and passed up
One of the top four seeded teams?it still looks like they'll be
attack, while Kevin Ahearn the corner.
to Dick Bertrand who beat Barton
goal
Cornell,
Clarkson, BU and BC-will thus have to take on Harvard in the
nabbed a
and two assists in
Cornell showed why they were cleanly.
leading the Eagles scoring.
undefeated and the class of the
BC's power play had Cornell first round. The Crimson are mired down now but once they start to
Despite the fact that BC lost, it East performing like a well-oiled rooters buzzing, even though it again play heads-up, consistent hockey they'll give everyone trouble.
was their best game of the season, machine, but they were also was only used three times in the But a BC-Harvard game here would be worth the imminent threat to
They moved the puck welll lucky. Twice they scored on fluke nearly penalty free match. The
checked both ways and in all plays which proved to be the Eagles tied the count at 3-3 on the Eagles ECAC chances. Not only does it promise a tight game but
aspects played on fairly even
margin of vcitory, 'the first tied their first power play crack with both teams play wide open fast skating hockey and there's never a
terms throughout. The shots on the score at 1-1 and the other was
better match.
(continued on page 14)

Big Red sextet tips Eagles 5-3,
Cornell remains undefeated

